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Homecoming Festivities Will Begin Tomorrow
Approximately 30
Thousand Expected

,s

Football Game, Dances, Luncheon, And
Band Concerts Will Highlight Weekend

SENIOR PRESENT

Clemson students and administrative officials are cooperating in a plan to put on the college's most elaborate
Homecoming festivities this weekend, according to Walter
Gox, director of public relations and alumni affairs. About
thirty thousand people are expected to be on hand at this
time for the Clemson-Villanova football game.

An election will be held
next Monday to fill junior
and senior class officer vacancies and to elect a full slate of
officers for the freshman
class.
Leonard C. Butler, textile manufacturing major of Laurinburg,
N. C, and Claude S. Simpspn,
arts and sciences major of Columbia, were nominated for the office of senior class president at a
student body meeting Monday
night.
Nominated for the senior class
vicerpresidency were T. F. Eskew, arts and sciences major of
Anderson, and P. N. Wise, mechanical engineering major of
Vaucluse. W. C. Arthur, mechanical engineering major of Bristol,
Tenn., was nominated for senior
class representative.
W. J. Cunningham, horticulture
major of Lancaster, and T. H.
Jackson, architectural engineering
major of Clemson, were nominated for the office of junior class
vice-president.
R. M. North, agricultural major
of Stockton, Ga., and B. F. Dcbson, agronomy major of Duncan,
were nominated for junior class
representative.
Nominated for freshman officers were: president, J. W. Summers, W. S. Bolte, and A. N. Christopoulas; vice-president, A. E.
Rozon, R. B. Wheeler, and C. R.
Maxwell.
Also, secretary, G. E. Bomar, J.
M. Blackmon, and W. W. Mellette; treasurer, J. E. Long, H.
C. Brooks, and W. E. Smith.
Also, class representatives, A.
M. Johnston, J. T. Day, P. W.
Brank, N. G. Bates, P. G. Godwin,
G. D. Burkehart, O. G. Erwin,
J. D. Pitts, M. T. Tindall, and
W. A. Garrett.

STATE CONVENTION
U1C.BE HELD
E OCT. 16-18

In addition to the usual Clem
son drill platoons, bands, dances,
and luncheons, there will be
striking decorations, a Homecoming Queen, and additional bands
from three neighboring high
schools.
Homecoming weekend will officially begin on Friday night
at 8:00 p. m., when members of
The technical service committee
the local chapter of the Clemof
the American Cotton Manufac
son Alumni Corporation will be
hosts to their returning fellow turers Institute, Inc., will meet at
alumni at a reception in the Clemson on Saturday, according
lounge of the Clemson House. to an announcement made by its
H. B. Wilson, newly elected chairman, Harold W. Whitcomb,
president of the Clemson Alum- division vice-president and assistni Corporation has announced
that this gathering will also be ant general manager of Fieldcrest
open to members of the faculty. Mills, Spray, N. C.
The Homecoming dance with The eleven man group will go
music by Ted Weems and his or- over the activities of the Division
chestra will begin at 9:30 p. m. in of Technical Service located in the
the Field House and will continue
until 1 a. m. This dance is to be J. E. Sirrine Textile Building on
formal and the admission will bs the campus and inspect the Division's cotton fiber testing labo$3.00.
The Homecoming Queen will be ratory. The members will also
selected at this dance. Five judges, go through the School of Textiles
including three faculty members and will attend a luncheon at the
an Air Force and an Army officer
Clemson House. They will be
will choose the Queen and she
will be introduced to the crowd at guests of Ciemson's president, Dr.
R. F. Poole, for the Clemson-Villaintermission time.
Memorial Stadium, the front nova football game in the afterof the Clemson House, Bowman noon.
Field, and the area in front of
The Division of Technical
the Field House will be decoService was established at Clemrated by the Cadet Corps with
each of the four battalions tak- son in 1941 under the Cotton
ing on one of the places as its Textile Institute and was taken
special decorating project. The over by the American Cotton
displays will be judged at noon Manufacturer's Institute in 1949.
on Saturday and the winner Its director is John T. Wigingwill be announced at the game. ton and its fiber technologist is
The annual Homecoming lunch- Helen G. Beasley.
eon will be held in the Little Gym At Clemson the Division mainof the Field House before the tains its modern cotton fiber testgame on Saturday. Alumni will ing laboratory for training mill
lab technicians in the techniques
be served between the hours of of cotton fiber testing. Cotton
11:30 a. m. and 1:00 p. m.
The testing on a fee basis for member
price for the luncheon will be mills of the ACMI is also done in
$1.60.
this lab. The Division assists
Furnishing additional color to mills with technical problems and
the event will be three high school keeps them informed as to the
bands which will give concerts at latest developments in the field
various times and places before
the game on Saturday. From 10
to 11 the Parker High Band of Graduate Appointed
Greenville will play on Bowman
Field, from 11 to 12 the Green- Position In Du Pont
ville High Band will perform in
front of the Clemson House, and Western Operations
from 12 to 1 the Anderson High
Sam A. Ferguson, class of 1938
Band will play in front of the
has just been appointed assistant
Field House.
technical director of the Du Mont
Pre-game performances will Western Operation.
begin in Memorial Stadium at
Ferguson received his under
1:10 p. m., when the Clemson graduate degree in electrical en
Cadet Corps will march onto gineering at Clemson and his masthe gridiron and into the ters degree from Tulane. He was
bleachers. The Anderson and at one time acting head of the
Greenville High Bands will electrical department of the Unialso give display drills.
The versity of South Carolina.
Parker High Band will play for
At the time of his appointment
the Villanova rooters.
to his present position, Mr. FerDuring the half-time period tha guson was serving in the Signal
Corp as a lieutenant colonel.
Continued On Page Two

The John C. Calhoun Chapter, UDC, Mrs. W. A. King,
president, will be hostess to
the state convention of the
United Daughters" of the Confederacy at the Clemson
House, October 16-18.

Cotton Institute
Committee To Meet
furday

Blue Barron Will
Play Saturday Night
Stylist Of 'Music Of Yesterday And Today'
Began Musical Career At Ohio University

By Press Relations Dept., Music Corporation of America.
Blue Barron, stylist of the "Music of Yesterday and Today," will provide the music for the informal Homecoming
dance on Saturday night in the Clemson College Field
House.
dumped 30 cases of blueing on
my long-suffering relatives. I won church functions and schools in
—fourth prize. My folks figured Pittsburgh, but their first profesthey'd get even for those thirty sional chance came with the little
cases and. so they made me learn remembered Mason-Dixie Seven in
that ■'jity. Ted and his brother
to play my prize—a violin."
Once Ted learned to play the were billed as "The Million Dollar
violin, he went on to other ideas. Twins" although they weren't
He and his brother Art were ama- twins nor did they have a million.
teurs on the trumpet and violin,
Parenthetically, this was about
respectively. They played at the time when he received the
. lowest salary he has ever earned: $3.50 per night in a Philadelphia dance hall.
The dance business, despite the
three and a half dollars, seemed
to go so well that Ted decided to
remain in it, however, he gave up
the violin and switched to a trombone. Still in partnership with
his brother, Art, they organized a
Meeting Will Be Held In Browsing Room
band and began life as bandsmen
Library, September 30, At 8:15 P. M.
in the Trianon Ballroom, Newark.
When Art left the band, Ted
The organization of a Clemon unit of the Great Book's continued
on his own and piled up
Foundation will be investigated at a meeting on Tuesday an impressive career, among them
evening; September 30, at 8:15 p. m, in the Browsing Room a number of firsts in the popular
music field.
of the Library. All interested persons in Clemson and surFor instance, there was the time
rounding communities are invited to attend and participate when Ted turned song composer
and wrote a song sailed "Jig
in the formulation of plans.
Time". On the arrangement sheet,
andi
Sterling L. Smith, leader
he instructed a band to '"swing
one of the original organizers of formal educational requirements, it," on the last chorus. This was
the Greenville unit of the Great | Over 2,000 Great Books groups the first time the phrase was ever
Books Foundation will be the are meeting throughout the coun- used, which ushered in a new
speaker. The Great Books Foun- try and their membership includes era in the dance music of the
dation was set up as a non-profit businessmen, professional per- world.
corr ration in July, 1947, in Chi- sons, housewives, and wage earnTed ras also written other
cago. Mr. Smith will present the ers. The class will be lisited to hits, among them the comic
the
maximum
number
of
40,
origin of the Great Books Founand enduring "Martins and the
dation, its aims and purposes, and thereby assuring each member the Coys", and "Egyptianella" which
opportunity
to
participate
in
the
the type of classes conducted.
Sonny Tufts featured in one of
free, discussion.
The Great Books discussion prohis
pictures.
The meeting is sponsored by
gram, established by the Great
the Clemson Branch of the Amer- As might be expected, Ted's
Books Foundation, is a combinaican Association of University favorite famous personalities are
tion of the oldest kind of education Women.
musicians. Among these person—and the newest. It is the edualities are John Phillip Sousa and
cation that the Founding Fathers
Stokowski. Stokowski, who made
of the American Republic had. It
a Ted Weem's fan of himself, once
is the education that "LIFE" magcame up to Ted after an evening's
performance. The famous conazine called "a revolution . . .
ductor toW Ted that his orchestra
(whose) result should be an
America better fitted to live The Junior Central Dance As- has the best intonation of any
sociation recently elected four- dance band he had ever heard.
■with itself and its world."
The Great Books are books teen new members to its staff,' and
•which provide new and profound two more students remain to be
Insight into fundamental problems named. Those elected were Toby
—personal, moral, social—of man- Clemons a,rts and science junior
kind. They contain the relatively of Kershaw; Bill Collins, education junior from Georgetown; Am
small number of basic ideas by Esterby, textile manufacturing
which man has advanced. Reading junior from Greenville; Jimmy
these books provides, perhaps Wells, architectural junior from
more than any other experience, Columbia; Carrol Moore, arts and
Dr. Hugh M. Brown, dean of
a means of understanding human science junior from Greenwood; the school of textiles and a memaims, motives and shortcomings. and Dave Moorhead, textile manSome of the works of the great ufacturing junior from ClemsonT ber of the Cotton Technical Comand influential authors on The Also, Cecil Brown, education mittee, is attending the National
Foundation's first year list are sophomore from Spartanburg; Cotton and Cottonseed( CommitThe Declaration of Independence- Pinkney Sims, textile manufac- tee and Cotton Technical CommitPlato's Apology and Crlto, Plu- turing junior from Florence, John tee meeting, which began at Coltarch's Lives, Machivelli's The Gibbs, mechanical engineering
lege Station, Texas today and will
Prince, Shakespeare's Hamlet, junior from North Augusta; Sam
Locke's Of Civil Government.
Jackson, dairy junior from Tabor continue through tomorrow.
The Cotton and Cottonseed AdThere is no charge for partici- City, North Carolina; H. G
pating in a Great Books group Haynes, architectural junior from visory Committee, established unalthough purchase of the first year Charleston; Charlie Calhoun, tex- der the Research and Marketing
set of readings is recommended. tile manufacturing senior from Act, reviews the Department's
The Foundation makes available a Greenville; and Bob Cunningham, overall research p r o j e c t s and
complete boxed set of a year's architectural junior from Colum- marketing service program on cotton and cottonseed.
readings for $9.60. There are no bia.

Unit Of Great Book
Foundation Planned

Jr. C. D. A. Elects
Fourteen Members

Dean Brown
Attends Cotton
Meet In Texas

Shown above is the Tiger's Buck George as the
flashy wingback reels off one of his long runs
against the Presbyterian Blue Hose last Satur-

Delegates and visitors from
eighty-seven chapters will be In
attendance. Registration will begin at 10:00 a. m. on October 15.
The state officers are: president, Mrs. E. W. Cook of Clemson;
1st vice-president, Mrs. T. M. Harvey, Columbia; 2nd vice-president, Mrs. A. J. Baker, Conway;
3rd vice-president, Mrs. J. R.
Childrenn, Greenville; recording
secretary, Miss Patra Lee Smith,
Glenn Springs; . corresponding
secretary, Mrs. T. A. Campbell,
Clemson; treasurer, Miss Louise
Burket, Sumter ;historian, Mrs. P.
M. Feltham, Edgefield; registrar,
Mrs. A. T. Nelly, Newberry;
recorder of crosses, Mrs. Pearle
Harvard, Barnwell; chaplain, Mrs.
J. M. H. Fitzgerald, Columbia; auditor, Mrs. Frank Coleman, York;
news editor, Mrs. J. E. Dudley,
Bennettsville; district directors—
'Heartaches' Responsible For First Place
Mrs. Warren Fair, Edgefield, Mrs.
Sam Mace, Florence, Mrs. John
Honors In Most Orchestra Polls For '47
R. Childress, Greenville, Mrs. T.
By Press Relations Dept., Music Corporation of America. W. Huey, Rock Hill. President
Officers' Club, Mrs. R. D. Wright,
Ted Weems, one of the nation's top name band attrac- Newberry. Parliamentarians, Mrs.
tions after more than two decades as a bandleader, will St. John Alison Lawton, Summerville, Mrs. J. R. Carson, Chesplay for the Friday night formal dance of the Homecoming ter,
Mrs. T. Ritchie Simmons,
weekend. His recording of "Heartaches" was responsible Charleston.
The activities scheduled for
for his having placed first in nearly all of the major orches'
the first day include a meeting
tra popularity polls for 1947.
of the Executive Board, OfThe Ted Weems story is not
ficers' Club luncheon, Memorial
the success story of a poor boy This theory helped him to the exercises in Presbyterian Church
who climbed to the top. It it pinnacle he now occupies as one at 3 p. m. honoring all memrather the story of the boy who of the country's leading bandlead- bers who have passed away
has stayed at the top of his pro- ers.
during the year, the planting of
fession.
After graduation, Blue starta tree in honor of General
Ted's success originated long ed his own theatrical booking
Robert E. Lee, a visit to Fort ago, even before Ted had any
business in Cleveland and carHill, John C. Calhoun's old
thoughts of being a musician in
ried on there until the urge to home, and a tour of the camthe professional sense of the
get back into the band world
pus and surrounding places of
word. Ted likes to remember
sent'him on the search for talent historic interest.
that his family had a top-place
to organize his own orchestra.
The opening exercises will be
career marked out for him.
He exercised meticulous care in in the Saber Room of the Clem"One of my first jobs was being his selection of outstanding son House at 8:30 p. m. The wela ticket agent for the Pennsylvania musicians; keeping in mind his come from the hostess chapter
Railroad," said Ted, "and that was theory of combining swing with will be given by Miss Cornelia
because my father wanted me to sweet music.
Graham, and the response by Mrs.
be the president of that company.
Once the nucleous of his band T. T. Hyde of Charleston. GreetHowever, when we found out that was formed, Blue Barron worked ings from other patriotic organiby the seniority method I could tirelessly whipping together a zations will be brought by—Mrs.
be president in exactly 196 years, musical library. Knowing the A. W. Norman, regent local chapI quit."
value of ghowmanship, he em- ter D. A. R.; Mrs. A. E. SchilletThe music profession, where phasied this to such a degree that ter, president local American LeTed has been working for more the band won public attention im gion Auxiliary; Mrs. Belton R.
O'Neall of Greenville, state presithan twenty years, started over a mediately.
pony. "When I was a kid," he
The public was not the only one dent, Dames of the Court of Honremembers, "I always wanted a to sit and listen to Barron's music or; Mrs. Roscoe G. Rackley, Charpony and so I entered every con- Soon after the band's appearance, leston, president-general, Southtest that gave one as a prize.
Blue received calls from the en- ern Memorial Association.
Special musical numbers will be
Once a blueing company offered thusiastic owner of Edison and
three ponies as prizes, and I fig- Lincoln Hotels in New York City. by Clemson College Music Departured I couldn't possibly lose. I Alert to the drawing power of ment. The address will be by Dr.
Blue began his musical career the outfit, the management offer- R. F. Poole, President of Clemson
playing in \ various college outfits ed Blue a long-term contract. Blue College. Immediately following
while attending Ohio University. and his band were started'in the the adjournment of the program, a
reception in the Clemson House
The hysterical tendency of most big time of the orchestra world.
"Music of Yesterday and To- Lounge will be given by the John
bands to blare and blast their way
through melodies grated on Bar- day" swept the country and Bar- C. Calhoun Chapter, honoring the
ren's nerves and he formulated ron started on his appearances in State Officers, delegates, and visthen and there his policy of re- leading theatres, ballrooms, and itors.
Friday's schedule is a full
spect for the listener's eardrums. hotels.
His music, far from being business day beginning at 9 a.
m. A luncheon will be given at
confined to the dance floor
1:00 p. m. by the Division, honaudience has been featured on
oring all delegates. The afternumerous radio broadcasts innoon business session from 2-5
cluding the Coca-Cola Spotlight
p. m. will be taken up with
Show and the War Manpower
reports of officers and comCommission's Sunday Serenade.
Blue recently returned from a mittee chairmen. The Chapter
stint with the Army, declaring Presidents' banquet at six o'clock
with the certainty of first-hand will be followed by the recogknowledge that the public still de- nition of each chapter presimands melody. It need hardly dent who will give a two-minbe mentioned that his band is ute oral report.
The Historical evening program
right at the top of the list. Barron's making certain of keeping starts at 8:30 o'clock. Dr. E. M.
it there with continued mellow Lander of Clemson will present
sweet mixtures of nostalgia and the historical address. Preceding
Dr. Lander's address, four Crosses
swing.
of Military Service will be presented by the State President, Mrs.
E. W. Cook and State Recorder
J. T. Gibbs Elected
of Crosses, Mrs. Pearl H. HarPresident Of
vard of Barnwell. Recipients of
awards are: Lt. W. B. Worthy of
Executive Sergeants
J. T. Gibbs mechanical engi- Columbia, District Director of the
neering junior of North Augusta U. S. Department of Commerce; 1st
was named president of the Exe- Lt. James Fuller Rice of Columcutive Sergeants Club at a recent bia; 1st Lt. Connie Cecil Delk,
Barnwell; 1st Lt. Thomas Barrett
meeting.
Other officers named were: W. Hagood, Barnwell. Installation
F. Webb civil engineering junior services for newly elected officers
of Brunson, vice-president; S. B. will conclude the program. SpeMurphree, civil engineering junior cial music will be provided by the
of Troy, Alabama, secretary; and Anderson College Sextette.
The Convention Pages will be:
B. K. Chrjeitzberg, textile manuday. George set a Clemson record for rushing
facturing junior of Williamston. Mrs. Carl Lund, chairman; Mrs.
yardage in one game.
Continued On Page Two
treasurer.

Weems Aggregation
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Revised Version Of The Holy Bible Is Completed
Legion Auxiliary Holds Clemson Acquires
Meet At Clemson House Atomic Energy

Two-Nation Celebration
Planned; Services Here

CDA Sponsors

Research Contract

and said, Of truth I perceive thrt
God is no respector of persons."
Religious Leaders all over the
world now recognize this Bible.
Dr. Norman Vincent Peale, Marble
Collegiate Church, New York City
—"For everyone seeking peace of
mind, victory over fear, and a .solution of personal and social problems, this version will be the'
great practical help."
Dr. Toyohiko Kagawaa, Japan—.
". . . written in language people
can understand. I hope many
copies will be sent all over the
world."
*
Dr. William Barclay, president,
Canadian Council of Churches, Toronto, Canada—". .. so true to the
original, yet free of vocabulary
and phrasing out of keeping with
our time ... a renewed incentive
to study God's Word."
Fred Waring, New York City—
"Words from the 'old' Bible have
inspired and been set to some of
the most beautiful music in the
world—'The Lord's Prayer', 'The
Beatitudes', 'The Seven Last.Words of Christ*. For this reason
I shall always look up to the old
version. However, I know that
people neglect to read the Bible
today because of its difficult language and sentence structure.
Even so I feel that songs should
be sung in a language understandable to the people. I. feel that.
the greatest of all stories of all
stories, should be told so that it
will not be a 'chore' to read. This
new version of the Holy Bible
does just that." ^

By Tommy Green
A joint meeting of the Milledge
On
September
30,
the new revision of the Holy Bible,
By Bob Towell
Gordon American Legion Post 42
Clemson College has acquired
and the American. Legion Auxilthe Revised Standard Version of the Bible, will go on sale
iary was held on Tuesday night,
an Atomic Energy Research confor the Christian people of the United States and Canada.
September 23, at 8 o'clock in the
tract from the government for
'In connection with the publicalounge of the Clemson House. Afresearch with radio active isototion of this new version, a Religi- complete revised Bible is ready
ter a banquet in the Saber Room
pes. The experimental laboratory
at 6:30 p. m., Mrs. A. E. Schilis in the new chemistry building.
ous Week will be observed in these for the Christians of the world
letter, head of the Clemson auxilThe executive board of the Dr. Dinwiddie is in charge of the
two countries. September 28 for their worship and study.
iary, called the meeting to order in Clemson Little Theatre met on research. He rlceived his B. S.
through October 5, 1952. The The Revised Standard Version
the lounge and introduced the Thursday night to make plans for degree from Randolph Lincoln
theme of the Two-nation obser- of the Bible is the only authorvance, "The Word of Life in ized version in the language we
speaker, Congressman William the coming year. Mrs. John Gates, College, and his Ph. D. degree
Jennings Bryan Dorn.
Living Language", is designed to use today.
Mr. Robert Ware, and Mr. Joe from the University of Virginia.
The new revised version conhelp the Christians of these nations
In his talk Representative Dorn Young were chosen to direct the John Porter, a senior majoring in
tains new information found in
to
understand
and
know
the
new
three
major
productions.
Mr.
chemistry, is assisting Dr. Dinbrought up several of the issues
ancient documents and scrolls that
revision.
which, are confronting the Amer- George Means, Mr. Gilbert Millar, widdie on the project.
Clemson, taking: part in this have been discovered in the last
ican people. He deplored the ten- and Mrs. John Bennett were ap- For the current year the proant churches of the community three hundred and forty-one years
dency which some veterans have pointed production managers.
ject has been given $7,500 for
at the Clemson Methodist since the King James Version was
The directors are to be respon- research and equipping the labortoward riding the United States
Church, Sunday, September 28 published.
Treasury and abusing the GI Bill sible for choosing the play, di- atory. The equipment will be deOne such scroll, the Isaiah scroll
at 7:30 p. m. Dr. Charles H. Naof Rights. He stated that many recting the actors in rehearsal and signed for different phases of re—a nearly complete text of Isaiah,
bers,
pastor
of
the
First
Presveterans who are enrolled in col- performance, advising the produc- search with radioactive isotopes
byterian Church in Greenville •dating from the time of Jesus, was
leges today would not be there if tion staff in staging the produc- even after this experiment is
found in a cave near the Dead
will be the speaker.
it were not for the pay which they tion and adapting script for per- finished. There will be varied
Sea.
For
many
years
Bible
scholars
are receiving.
formance.
safety devices
for protection
In Egypt ancient letters and
have realized the need for a reThe production managers will against stray radioactive particles
He gave several reasons for his
business documents helped with
vised
edition
for
our
Bible.
They
opposition to the present Univer- direct the handling of publicity, disrupting iexperiments and enfound that the King James Version the translation of the language
sal Training bill .although he is house, sets, properties, costumes, dangering lives.
was made up of confusing, old- of the New Testament.
in favor of a stronger bill. Ac- programs, makeup, lightning, re- The project for this year is the
The Bible has not been changed.
fashioned words and phrases that
cording to Representative Dorn, freshments, and clean-up.
synthesis of plant growth regulamade difficult reading for most The poetic beauty, character, and
military instruction should begin
Mr. Robert Ware will direct tors. Which is, to produce some
modern readers. The punctuation literary value of the King James
■while the student is still in high the first production. Plans for effect on the growth of plants
was out-dated and paragraphs Version has been preserved, but
school and continue throughout casting will be announced soon. when a compound is administered
were illogically arranged. To the resulting new version is far
college. He said, "We are safe Production date will be deter- to them in very small quantities.
overcome these faults and mis- more accurate, simpler, and more
from attack from Soviat Russia mined at the next meeting of The compounds in plants ccant be
leading and erroneous parts of the understandable than the old.
only as long as we stay far in the executive group.
An example of the modern veranalyzed chemically, therefore a
King Version, the 1930 Internaadvance of them in scientific and
Mrs. Frederick Wagner was ap- radioactive isotope, Carbon 14, is
tional Council of Religious Educa- sion's clearness is found in Acts
technical research and develop- pointed secretary to fill the va- put into the plant. Carbon 14
tors appointed a committee of 10:34, "And Peter opened his KITCHEN MEASUREMENT
ment." He feels that such tech- cancy resulting from the resigna- gives off beta rays by which the
scholars to prepare the Revised mouth and said: 'Truly I perceive
Handy for the new cook to renical training and experience tion of Mrs. Jim Winter.
growth of the plant can be followStandard Version of the Bible for that God shows no partiality'. This member: Three teaspoons are the
could not be obtained in the short
verse
is
stated
in
the*
old
version
Plans were made for mem- ed with a Greiger counter. The
"use in public and private wor* ictufed above are the lovely sponsors lor memoers of the Cenperiod of service required by the bership drives for students and counter also determines where
as, "Then Peter opened his mouth, equivalent of one tablespoon.
ship."
tral Dance Association for Clemson's Homecoming- dance to be
present UMT bill.
townspeople. Mrs. Walter Low- the Carbon 14 goes in the plant.
held Friday and Saturday on the campus. They are, from left
Years of research, study,
In expressing his views on the ry, acting as town membership Isolation of the radioactive matto right, top row: Miss Sally Langley of Greenville for Presitranslating, and deciphering- folcurrent presidential campaign, he chairman, plans to contact all ter from the plant shows if the
dent Mike McMillan of Greenville: Miss Libba Blanding of Sumlowed until in 1946 the Revised
Tuxedo Rental Service
considered neither of the can- former members by mail. Any compound is the same, or if it is
ter for Vice-President Bubba Snow of Columbia; bottom row,
Standard Version New Testadidates qualified for the post. person not formerly a member transformed into another type of
Miss Shirley Jones of Greer for Secretary-Treasurer Miles Bruce
ment was published. Now the
of Greer and Mrs. Jack McCathren of Clemson for Floor ChairHowever, he brought out the fact Is urged to contact Mrs. Lowry compound during the growth of
• Famous Arrow Full Dress Shirts
man Jack McCathren of Clemson.
task has been completed and the
that too much emphasis is placed by phone.
the plant.
upon the choosing of our counThe next meeting of the board
Carbon 14 is bought from Oak
try's chief executive. He remind- is to be held Tuesday, September Ridge for thirty-six dollars per of a gram. Carbon 14 is made,
• Pearl and Maroon
ed the audience that it is in the 30, in room 707 of the Clemson millicurie, which is one-twentieth by a different method,
YOU'LL
WANT
TO
GET
HER
A
Senate and th% House of Repre- House.
Studs and Matching Cuff Links
sentatives that the real power lies
TRADE AT
and1 that the citizens should concentrate their studies and critiFormal Bow Ties
cisms to a more efficient method
For the GAME from the
of selecting their legislators.
Located on Quality Hill. The Store That is High in Altitude
BLOCK "C" CLUB
But Low in Prices!

Little Theater
Board Meets
Thursday Hi

Nine Baptist Student
Leaders Meet Monday
To Make Year's Plans

The heads of the nine Baptist
young people's training unions
met Monday night and planned
Wednesday evening programs for
the first half of the semester.
The presidents, who convened
their unions individually for the
first time last night are George
Buck, sophomore of Columbia;
Frank Byrd, junior of New .Orleans; Moodye Clary, sophomore
of Charleston; A. G. Dempsey,
senior of Drayton; Hamp Johnson,
junior of Lancaster; Joseph Lee,
junior of Landrum; Carl Martin,
junior of Elloree; Bobby Squires,
junior of Aynor; and Emory
Washington, junior of Clemson.
Union officers have been appointed and will serve until
Thanksgiving.

TO FORMER IPTAY
SUBSCRIBERS
The Tiger is still accepting
renewal subscription. The present rate in $2.00 per school
year. If you would like to continue receiving The Tiger without interruption please mail
your check and address to Box
269, Clemson, S. C.

S5000 Essay Contest
Offered To Seniors
Bv Jewish Women

The National.Council of Jewish
Women is offering an essay con
test for college seniors in the
amount of $5,000.
Any senior in any college or
university in the United States
or its possessions is eligible for
the contest. Children of national
officers, national board members,
and professional employees of the
national Council of Jewish Women are not elegible for the com
petition.
All awards will be made in
cash on or about April 15, 1953.
The first prize will receive $2,500.
Second prize is $1,000, third,
fourth, and fifth prizes $50 each.
TThe judges for the contest are:
Supreme Court,Justice William O,
Douglas; Dr. Ralph Bunche, director, Trusteeship Division of the
United Nations and winner of the
Nobel Peace Prize in 1950; Mrs.
Douglas Horton, former president
of Wellesley College; Abram L.
Sachar, president of Brandeis University; and Thurman W. Arnold,
former Associate Justice of the
United States Court of Appeals.
The essays, to be written in not
more than 2,500 words, must carry
the theme of "The Meaning Of
Academic Freedom". All entries
must-be postmarked before mid'
night December 31, 1952, the clos'
ing date of the contest, and should
be sent to Essay Contest, National
Council of Jewish Women. One
West 47th/Street, New York 36,
New York.

Sporting Goods

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

FOR SUITS, SLACKS AND SHIRTS
Made to Your Measure ... Visit

RICHARDSON TAILORING CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

ABBOTTS MEN'S SHOP

MOWS'

CLEMSON

SENECA

Bill & Hattie's Drive-In Restaurant
SHORT ORDERS
SANDWICHES
—Open 24 Hours—
2 1-2 Miles Out of Clemson on Seneca Highway

KLUTZ
STEAK
HOUSE
Tame Those Wildcats, Tigers
A MEAL TICKET FOR EACH TOUCHDOWN!

Yes, Columbus ££,*
IT'S PALE—and

Discovered '
America, bui t

SEE US TODAY.

WILL BE OPEN LATE FOR ALL DANCES

Stay SOUTH,
Young Man!'

108 North Main Street
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN
YOUNG MEN AND STUDENTS
Greenville
South Carolina

NOW OPEN ALL DAY
OPEN ON THURSDAYS

"QUALITY COSTS NO MORE"

PHONE 5159

STONE BROTHERS

Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

Hours: 9 a. m. 'Til Midnight

CLEMSON FLORIST

Where Quality it the By-Word

Discovered how easy it is to let us
handle your School Supplies problem!

TIGER TAVERN -

fate rfHden4o*4>

or

Have You...
Make It A Real Homecoming by Stoping at the

"MUM" CORSAGE

Clemson Book
Store

that means back to school again!
Perhaps this is your last year—so you'll bear down on the
books a little more. You'll look ahead as you haven't beforepulling your dreams for the future out of tfce clouds and
bringing them down to earth.
Hold fast to those dreams, young man. Stay South and see
them come true! For right here at home, in the Southland you
know and live in and love, a great new "oppOrtunity-land" is
coming of age, where dreams can take root and grow into
reality.
In Southern industry, agriculture and commerce, new
frontiers are opening op on every hand. Here, horizons are
limitless for young men of courage, competence and vision.
You are the youth of the South today. You will be the leaders
of the South tomorrow.
Look ahead—stay South, young man!

%*y **,j3n>^Gt€j
President

SOUTHERN RAILWAY SYSTEM
WASHINGTON, D. C.
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Clemson Alumni Corporation Is Now Active
Corporation Organized
Here Twenty Years Ago
For the first time since its beginning in June, 1932, The
Clemson Alumni Corporation has begun to fulfill the purpose for which it was intended. Set up after similar organizations had failed, the Corporation now attempts to "promote the interests of the college and to foster among its
members a sentiment of regard for one another and attachment to their Alma Mater, and the ideal of service to humanity."

Three New Buildings Completed
At Clemson In Past Two Years
Chemistry Building Hotel Proves
Provides Modern Itself In 2 Years
Classroom Soace
The Chemistry Building, Clemson's half-million dollar outlay in
class room space for chemistry
students, has now been in use
since 1951.
The overall size of the buildIn? is 243 feet by 115 feet and
contains 70,000 square feet of
floor space. The north wing is
two stories high; the south wing,
due to the slope of the land and
the basement and sub-basement, is five stories high.
The auditorium of the new
chemistry building has a seating
capacity of 500 and is semi-air
conditioned. It is built without
windows to facilitate the showing
*of films.
Other features of the building
are a library, an elevator, and an
air-conditioned balance room. The
air-conditioned balance room is
to be used in semi-micro and mi
cro quantitative analysis.

c

AIME Elects
Berry Chapman
For School Year
The Clemson chapter of the
American Institute of Mechanical
Engineers met on Tuesday night,
' September 23, in the auditorium
of Riggs Hall in order to make
plans for the 1952-53 school year.
The following officers, elected at
the May 13 meeting, were presented to the members: P. M. Berry
of Charleston, chairman;. J. P.
Hudson of Decatur, Georgia, vicechairman; C. E. Taylor of Kershaw, secretary; and J. E. Morrah
of Greensboro, North Carolina,
' treasurer.
After a talk by R. L. Perry,
faculty advisor for the organization, giving a brief history, purpose, and ideals of the club, two
movies, "Styling the Motor Car"
and "The American Miracle", were
shown.
For the first time at Clemson
the organization is open to sophomore students enrolled in mechanical engineering as well as
juniors and seniors. Programs for
the meetings held on the second
and fourth Tuesdays of each
month included outside speakers
on technical subjects, technical
movies, a speaking contest for
members, and field trips to industrial centers for the purpose of
touring plants in the region.
The informal initiation program is scheduled for October 814. As this will be the only time
at which new members will be admitted this year, it is urged that
all eligible students interested contact one of the officers or Mr. R.
L. Perry prior to October 7.

NOTICE
To members of the college
staff and residents of the community. From present advance
ticket sales for the ClemsonVillanova Homecoming game on
Saturday, September 27, it is
evident that perhaps one of the
largest Homecoming crowds in
Clemson history will be present.
In order to make provision
for the comfort and pleasure of
the visitors, Dr. R. F. Poole,
Clemson president, is asking all
who live within easy walking
distance of the football stadium
to leave their cars at home and
those who do not live within
easy walking distance to drive
their cars and park them at a
point of easy walking distance
to the stadium. This will help
provide adequate parking space
in the designated areas around
the stadium and on the campus.

The largest single addition to
the campus in recent years has
been the Clemson House. Completed in November of 1950 after
being under construction for almost a year, the two-million dollar hotel has already furnished
Clemson with a long felt need.
Its 250 rooms provide apartment space for many faculty
members as well as transients
and week-end guests. On the
top floor of the eight-story
structure is a luxurious penthouse, from which one can gain
a commanding view of the campus and the surrounding communities.
The Sabre Room, along with the
Purple and the Gold Rooms, affords visitors and campus ftftk a
perfect environment for a meal
or a banquet.
The Tiger Tavern, open nightly, serves short orders and plate
lunches for those who desire
snacks in a club-like atmosphere.
A spacious lobby on the main
floor of the building is fast becoming the favorite meeting place
of visitors to Clemson.

Dr. Crouch Speaks
At Vespers; Nabers
To Talk Next Sunday
Dr. S. J. L. Crouch, pastor of
the Fort Hill Presbyterian Church,
spolte at the YMCA vespers Sunday, September 21. His topic was
"Being Prepared for Tomorrow".
Special music for the program was
furnished by Jim Sams, Jr. of
Clemson. Others taking part on
the program were Lamar Neville
of Newberry and Bill Hughes of
Aiken.
Next Sunday, Dr. Charles H.
Nabers of Greenville will speak on
"The Magic Sword of Speech."
Vespers are held each Sunday
afternoon in the YMCA at 6:00
and are open to both students and
faculty.

NOTICE
AH seniors who plan to graduate in February are urged to
order their class rings by the
end of this week if possible.
Those planning to graduate in
June should have their orders
in by October 1 for earliest
delivery- Orders may be placed
at the L. C. Martin, Drug Store.

A<j. Enq. Building
Valuable Center

At the beginning, J. H. Woodward, then assistant to the president, was loaned to the new association to serve as secretary n
addition to his other duties. Because no method of collecting dues
had been set up at that time, and
because of the limited budget with
which he was forced to work,
"Uncle Jake" was able to keep only fragmentary records of alumni.
However, he was able to foster
good Will among the alumni, and
thereby accomplish an important
portion of the task set before him.
After World War II, the move
to revive the Corporation was immediately begun; however, until
the appointment last year of Walter Cox as Mr. Woodward's successor, very little progress was
made.

staff, the Corporation has over
1,000 members. Mr. Cox, now
assistant to the president and
director of public relations and
alumni affairs has reorganized
the alumni office and the news
bureau, both of which came
under the new set-up.
The alumni files are being enlarged and corrected each day.
The alumni magazine is being sent
out monthly to those who have
paid their dues. And an overall
plan to aid in the development of
the college in all of its phases is
now being considered.
Out of the Corporation has
grown the Clemson Foundation,
a fund of almost $150,000, to "disburse in the best interest of Clemson College, its students, ex-stuToday, operating under a dents, faculty, and the state of
larger budget and with a larger South Carolina."
Although it was begun by and
grew out of the Alumni Corpora
tion, the Foundation is a com'

Special Train To
Maryland Offered

The Agricultural -Engineering
Building, one of Clemson's most
A special fare to Clemson
recent constructions, has now been
in use for over a year. The new fans traveling to College Park,
building is complete with glass Md., to witness the October 4
doors, radiant heat, and farm maClemson - Maryland football
chinery display room.
game will be offered. AccordThe quarter-of-a-million doling to information received from
lar structure also has an audiO. E. McNeely, local railway
torium with a seating capacity
agent, the round trip coach fare
of 200, fluorescent lighting, and
a tractor lab with an exhaust
will be $19.60 for parties of 25
system built into the floor.
or more persons.
The train will leave Clemson
The building has 30,000 square
feet of floor space.
at 4:45 p. m„ Friday, October 3,
Unlike most of the buildings on and will arrive in Washington,
the campus, the Agricultural Engineering Building is heated by a D. C, at 6:40 a. m. the day of
separate heating plant. Because the game. Special buses will
of the distance from the central meet the train and carry the
heating plant and the cost in- fans to College Park for the
volved, it was decided to employ game. A $2.00 round trip fare
a separate boiler. The boiler is for the bus will be charged.
oil-fired and radiant heating pipes
Following the game, the buses
are installed under the floor.
will return their passengers to
A vehicle storage shed was con- the Washington depot, from
structed separate from the new which the train will depart at
building. The storage shed has a 10:45 p. m., October 4. It is
gas pump with a 2,000 gallon cap- scheduled to arrive back in
acity tank buried underground.
Clemson at 11:30 a. m., Sunday
morning, October 5.

pletely independent organization.
The Corporation ordered its directors to elect 16 trustees all to
be Clemson alumni, to organize
and administer a foundation,
which was established in 1934 and
chartered by the state of South
Carolina.
There are three main divisions
of the Foundation—the general
fund, the education fund, and the
special fund.
The General fond now eontains approximately $25,000. The
purpose of the fund is to build
a general endowment for Clemson College, and money belonging to this fund can be used
by the Foundation Trustees to
finance any need of the college,
students, faculty, or alumni.
Through the education fund,
efforts are being made to subscribe enough money to provide
scholarships through Clemson and
Winthrop colleges for every son
and daughter of Clemson men,
who lost their lives while in the
armed forces. Records indicate
that there are about 70 children
eligible for this help.
At the
present time, one student is receiving such aid. his is currently
the largest of the funds—containing—$72,190.
The special funds contains those
contributions which come to the
foundation specifically marked for
certain use, such as loans to needy
students and awards for attaining
scholarship excellence as well as
others.

HEYWARD MAHON CO
—Greenville—
QUALITY CLOTHING FOR
YOUNG MEN
Clemson Headquarters in Greenville

ANNOUNCING...
the Complete Re-Stocking of the

Western Auto Associate Store
UNDER NEW MANAGERSHIP
Come in and let ns help fill your needs

JOHN COPLESTON
MANAGER
,
GOOD LUCK TO THE TIGERS IN THE
COMING YEAR!

Shop Friday Night
'til Q p. m.

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY
—Engineers—
GREENVILLE

SOUTH CAROLINA

GET SET FOR HOMECOMING

!

See HOKE SLOAN for Formal Wear
ALUMNI, JOIN IPTAY!

The Home of
Brand New Merchandise
ARROW SHIRTS
STETSON HATS
INTERWOVEN SOX - MICHAELS-STERN SUITS
JANTZEN SWEATERS

CLEMSON STUDENTS!
Shop at Sears in Anderson
And Save Extra....!

Men's Sanforized* Grey Twill

STEWART-MERITT CO.

201 North Main Street

Greenville, S. C.

Cooper Chosen Best
Drilled Freshman
In competition held last Saturday morning, Billy V. Cooper of
North Charleston, was selected as
the best drilled freshman in the
regiment. Cooper, who will rate
reveille for this week, was chosen
on the basis of his general proficiency of the soldier with arms.
His company, C-3, will receive
five points in the company competition for best drilled company.

Just the pants you need for school
priced at rock-bottom savings. . . .
Sturdy gray twill pants are full cut
for comfort . . . and designed for
rugged wear. Pull size range.
•Maximum Shrinkage 1%.

BUTTON - DOWN COLLAR OXFORD

SHIRT

CLEMSON THEATRE
Friday, Sept. 26
ERNEST HEMINGWAY'S

"TO HAVE AND HAVE
NOT"

Reg.
$3.98

Humphrey Bogart, Lauren
Bacall, Hoagy Carmicheal

Saturday, Sept. 27th

Famous "Formease" button down
colar, French front with ocean pearl
buttons." Sizes 14 to 17 $£'. Take advantage of Sears saving price thia
week end.

Startling! Struggling!

Fant's Camera
Shop
"Between the Banks"
ANDERSON, S. C.

Sensational!

"KING KONG"
This movie will be shown for the
late show Saturday night. . Late

WHEN IN ANDERSON
STOP AT

DO-NUT
DINETTE
North Main Street
Owned and operated by
Larry Stanley, former
Clemson man
DO-NUTS SANDWICHES
Open Until 2 A. M.

show will start at 10:45 P. M.

Mon. - Tues, Sept. 29-30
"YOU FOR ME"
Peter Lanford - Jane Greer
Gig Young

Wed. - Thurs. Oct. 1-2
"LOST IN ALASKA"
Bud Abbott — Lou Costello

For Good Eating ANYTIME

CLEMSON CAFETERIA
Y. M. C. A. BUILDING

CLEMSON, S. C.

SOUTHERN STYLE HOME COOKING
QUICK SERYICE

MODERN TRIANGLE
A BOY... A GIRL...TV
Let's face it. Living rooms are still in style.
But a third party is inching its way in to
form a crowd.
And no wonder. Few can resist this
miracle that has brought the world and set
it down in front of you. Living history,
flowing past your eyes. Politics. U. N.
sessions. Sports. Spot news. Personalities.
We in the Bell System help to put you in
this front-row seat on history. Bell Laboratories research contributed to TM de-

velopment. Now our radio-relay systems and
coaxial cables carry the images between
cities and across the country.
Our part in TV transmission is only one
among dozens of activities that keep us in
the front line of modern communications.
They are all reasons, we believe, why college
people should find out what the Bell System
has to offer in the way of opportunities.
Why don't you ask your college placement office about it?

Men's Woven
Check Dress Shirrs
Beg. $3.98

2.99

A dress shirt with famous "Formease" widespread collar. In blue,
green or red checks. Sizes 1417%.
Men'g Furnishings - Main Floor

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
SHOP FRIDAY TIL 9

REASONABLE PRICES

Open to Public

110 SOUTH MAIN ST.

Short Point
Collar Dress Shirts
Keg. SS.98

2 for $5

New comfort in Sears "Formease" collar Pilgrim shirt. Priced
for special savings this week end.
Sizes 14 to 17%.
Men's Furnishings - Main Floor
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Student Co-operation Urged

The Old Man And The Sea'

The big week-end has arrived! Over 25,000 visitors are
expected to be o nhand for the festivities. And they will
be looking over the campus after their long absence.
Much of their attention will be focused on students of
today, their actions, and their accomplishments. Let's not
let them down.
Let's show them the Clemson spirit is still alive. In
order to do this we must cooperate. We must work together
with each other, with the administration and faculty, and
with the military.
Let's get behind the football team Saturday. Follow
the cheerleaders' simple requests, and let's yell. Let's make
the card section work, and make the alumni proud of their
Alma Mater.
Let's watch our step at the dances, and remember that
Clemson is always judged by the actions of its students.
And remember, a little cooperation will go a long way.

By Jim Green

When Across the River and Into The/ Trees appeared last year,
the Hemingway critics tore into it
with relish. His first novel in ten
years, it was a big comedown for
the author of such books as A
Farewell to Arms and For Whom That is all there is to the plot.
Yet by symbolism and rhythmical
the Bell Tolls.
But with the publication of his style, full of significant details,
latest work even his most severe Hemingway constructs in his own
critics admit that it is a big style simple, direct way a story that is
masterpiece. Some think it may full of human pride and combe what Hemingway thinks it is— passion.

.^Monday is your day to vote. Freshmen, juniors, and
seniors will all have a chance to elect class officers. The
polls will be centrally located so that no student should be
inconvenienced in order to ballot. Last year, a record number turned out to vote. Let's break that record this year,
If you don't vote, you have no grounds or basis for complaint!

$m w%

Welcome Alumni!

TWf
p
*M*f*

Student Spirit Low At
P.C. Game; Support Urged
By Harold Owen

It seemed to me at the PC game last Saturday that the spirit of the student body
was not what it could have been. I realize, of course, that it is usually the custom
for the students not to exercise their vocal
cords very much at the PC game but it
seems to me rather absurd that a little band
of PC supporters could out-yell practically
the whole Clemson student body, especially
when their team was trailing by some 30
With the election to be held next Monday, last year's points.
political placards are quite noticeable.
Since last May
Occasionally the students did back the
these posters have adorned telephone poles, buildings, trees, cheerleaders quite well but at times the
and bulletins. Their purpose was served long ago.
pepsters were virtually carrying the show
A few scattered placards may seem to be a small mat- by themselves.
ter, but they do detract from the appearance of the campus.
The Villanova contest will undoubtedly
Some organization might find their removal a worthy probe very close and the students should yell
ject.
themselves hoarse if necessary, regardless
And we suggest that hereafter candidates be required
of the score.
to remove their own publicity material.
It is all for a
If the cadet corps would absorb the spirit
cleaner, neater Clemson.
of the cheerleaders, enough noise could
come out of Memorial Stadium so that it
could be heard by the Villanova supporters
up in Pennsylvania.
That might be slightly on the improbable
side, but at least we could give it a try.

Take Down Those Signs!

CINEMA GUILD PICTURE VERY GOOD

that he (oscar) is looking for- ing Oscars).
ward to a big week-end.
—OSCAR

SAYS—

—OSCAR SAYS—

that he hopes he finds a date
that quite a few of the "old somewhere for the "festivities."
boys" were on the campus last
—OSCAR SAYS—
week-end.
that Coach Howard really gave
—OSCAR SAYS—
a
great talk at the pep meeting
that "White Rat" isn't at the
beach up here, so he'd better last Thursday. •
watch his .step.
—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—

that the boys with the brass
that also goes for Tm the grea^r" ffiis. year seem like a pretty good
est lover on the beach, and if you bunch, with the exception of a
don't believe me just ask me" few, namely Mac "I told you I was
Montgomery.
chicken" Branham and assorted
others.
—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—

orchids to the C. D. A. for getthat he (oscar) will cut the
ting two bands in one week-end others as they pop up.
for the first time at Clemson, and
—OSCAR SAYS—
that their music appeals to more
than just the "jitterbugs".
that from what he (oscar) hears,
D. Milling and D. McMahon really
—OSCAR SAYS—
have the Taps off to a good
that he (oscar) is looking for- start. Good luck, boys.
ward to a year of good dances with
—OSCAR SAYS—
Mike at the head of C. D. A.
that he (oscar) expects the
—OSCAR SAYS—
liquor to flow and the Senior
that he (oscar) hopes the stu- Council to act this week-end.
dent body will yell like hell Sat—OSCAR SAYS—
urday and back that team to the
hilt.
to
use
"Lil"
Peter McCall as O.
—OSCAR SAYS—
D., 'cause he's trouble, this week
welcome to all alumni (includ- end.

I saw the Cinema Guild picture sponsored
by Blue Key at the Chemistry Auditorium
last Sunday and it impressed me very favorably. The picture was a French-made
movie and it contained a type of humor that
is rarely seen in American movies.
The Cinema Guild is a great asset to
Clemson, but judging from the vacant seats
at the afternoon showing a great many of
the students are missing the very fine opportunity of seeing really worthwhile as
well as entertaining movies.
JOIN PROFESSIONAL FRATERNITY
Of all the various and assorted clubs and
organizations on the campus here those
which could do the most good for the college and their particular branch of the
school are the professional organizations.
The student who does not take advantage
of joining such an organization if at all possible is doing an injustice both to himself
and the school. A great many of the organizations do not have very strenuous requirements.
Most of the clubs are probably handled

Send only $2.00 to Box 269—

NAME

ADDRESS.

CITY

They call her Checkers because
she jumps whenever you make a
wrong move.

.STATE

his greatest work. In less than
30,000 words Hemingway tells
the heroic struggles of an old man
against the sea. It is a tragedy;
but a noble one, telling of the dignity of man.

Upon reaching the shore the
old man, nearly unconscious, asks
himself, "What is it that defeated
me?" He doesn't know exactly;
but even as he lies in bed recovering, he and the boy plan to try
The plot is simple. The old again.
man hasn't caught a fish in 86
There are many ways to interdays. On the morning of the pret the story. It is a good one
87th day, with the aid of a boy just as it is—the story of a courwho has been helping him fish, ageous man fighting nature for
he launches his row boat into his life. Yet it seems to me that
the Gulf stream. By daylight there is a deeper symbolic mean
he is far out to sea.. Eighty ing.
fathoms down an 18 foot Marlin
At the conclusion of the story,
swallows one of his hooks and two tourists strolf along the beach
heads out to sea. During the amid the empty beer cans. Seenext three days the old man ing the 18 foot skeleton one asks

a native, "What is it?" Tho native, meaning to explain, reply!
"Eshark." Before he can continue, one of the tourists says, "I
didn't know they were so large."
His companion answers, "neither
did I." They stroll unconcerned
on down the beach amid^ the empty, scattered beer cans.
The old man Is a symbol of
courage. In our day and time
everyone seems to scorn belief
In anything. We are to too
much of a hurry to try anything worth doing. In this
simple scene of scattered empty beer cans, the nonchalant,
unconcerned attitude of the two
people, Hemingway is summing up our own civilization.
Drunk with fear we flit through
life unconcerned, afraid to risk
anything lest we fail.
The old man is in direct opposition to this. He has a purposethat of catching a fish in his living. His whole mind and body
go into the accomplishment of this
feat. He doesn't cut the ropo
when the marlin heads out to sea.
On the contrary, he uses all his
skill and knowledge in preparing
himself for a fight to the finish.
He will win or die in the attempt.
Hemingway seems to be trying
to say, "We aren't just the play
things of some monster. We can
rule our own destiny by finding
out what we must do, and then,
putting all fear behind us, by doing it." *

Tom Clemson
Dear Tom:

cipline and respect for the officers and up-

Your school is dead. No, the faculty and

perclassmen by the freshmen is a contribut-

student body of this institution have not

ing factor to the poor morale. The use of

WELCOME BACK, GRADS

been

of

the time-honored Clemson paddle has been

I, too, would like to welcome the alumni
who will be joining in the festivities this
weekend and sincerely hope they find everything to their liking during their stay
here. . If they need any help in anyway, I
am sure that any students would be more
than happy to accommodate them to the
best of their ability.

South Carolina.

Your spirit has hovered

prohibited. I am not condoning its use, but

over this campus for the inspiration of three

I am suggesting that something be done to

generations of .Clemson men. After 55 years

replace its absence. We want Clemson to

your spirit and the spirit of the cadets has

remain an individual institution. Almost

vanished.

to a man the student body is against our

submerged in the infertile soil

Someone has split the afinity and broth* erhood of the cadets.

CLEMSON NEEDS A GABBING ROOM
Everybody is always interested in the stu
dious person here at school but nobody ever
seems to pay much attention to the garru
lous person. It is not very hard to get everyone all enthused about getting a place
for the students to study in peace and quiet.
Just about everything seems to be in favor
of the person who wants to get an education
at college.
But nothing much is ever done for the lad
who had rather just sit around and talk and
perhaps tell a few jokes. And strange as it
may seem, this kind of person makes up a
large part of the student body. And I think
that it is about time that something was
done to satisfy this segment of the students
here at the college.
There must be quite a few remedies to
this despicable situation but the only one I
can think of at present is to provide a room
of some type for these persons to gather
when they get the talking urge. The room
could be lined with mirrors so if by some
coincidence a student might find himself
alone in this sanctuary, he could converse
with himself.
I sincerely hope these few words inspire
someone to action because this seems to me
to be a very acute problem.

"Give him a chance, Dad. He's
just beginning."

First Banker: "You say you're
looking for -a cashier. I thought
alone.
you hired one last week."
Says his buddy: "Any luck?"
Second Banker: "I did. That's
"Nope," replies the blonde-chathe one I'm looking for."
ser. "She's a contortionist."
"Contortionist?'
The powder that makes the
*Yeh. A dame who can turn
loudest explosion is found on a
her hose up while she turns her
man's coat lapel.
thumb down."

By Rembert Stokes

Platonic love is like tip-toeing
down to the basement for a bottle
of root beer.

Clemson

about like the mechanical engineering society, the one with which I am most familiar. The meetings of the club are
usually devoted to a little business and
some sort of other entertainment such as
a speaker or a movie. Also the society
has several field trips to places of interest
to engineers.
As I said before, I am fairly sure that
most of the other organizations are run
along the same line, and if so, they should
be very helpful to the student in his particular field. Join such an organization if you
can.

(faf* 'pi*** Otfan, faUeqe 1R&$6
Rembert Stokes

Subscribe to The Tiger.

lives off of raw fish and a quart
of water while the giant fish
swims steadily out to sea. Finally, near exhaustion, the old
man kills the fish and straps him
to the boat. On his return to
land sharks attack. Despite his
bitter fight with harpoon, knife,
and club, they keep coming until only the 18 foot skeleton remains.

With the publication of The Old
Man and the Sea, one of America's greatest living writers proved
he still has a right to that title.

It Is Your Duty To Vote

"Welcome, and may your visit here be a pleasant one,"
says The Tiger to those thousands turning back the. years
this week for Homecoming.
We join with college officials, the faculty, and the Corps
of Cadets in welcoming alumni back to Clemson this weekend.
Many of those who have not visited the campus recently will find that our college has changed. New buildings
have been added, new men have been added to the faculty
and administration, the student body has grown.
We are proud of the advances that Clemson has made.
We can justly say that Clemson is still a progressive institution. But most of all we are proud that, in spite of the
increase in size, the true spirit of Clemson is still alive.
We hope that you are pleased with Clemson this weekend and feel truly "at home" amid Homecoming festivities.

Thursday, September 25, 1952

A man inspected his wife's suit Rich Uncle: "I'm sorry you don't
and remarked: "My dear, there is like your birthday gift, but I
just enough of it to prevent your asked you if you preferred large
being tanned where you ought to or small checks."
Poor Nephew: "Yeh, but how
be."
was I to know you were talking
about ties."
Two sailors sitting in the park.
A blonde walks past. One sailor "I won't have a young man
gets up. Follows. Comes back kissing you like that, Myrtle."

Mother: "Jane, where have you
been until 3:00 a. m.?"
Jane: "Walking, mother dear."
Mother: "For goodness sakes!"
Jane: "Yes, mother."
"Your husband looks like a
scholarly man. I suppose he
knows practically everything."
"Don't be silly. He doesn't susriect anything."

The heart of the

corps has been wbunded.

school resembling Citadel or V. M. I. in
disciplinary aspects.

Tom, it is com-

Tom, we, the students, want to inherit

mon knowledge in the South, that Clemson

and carry on the splendid traditions of

graduates were a select group of sound,

brotherhood and unity that have always

productive men.

been a heritage of Clemson men.

Are you and the alumni

of Clemson letting this

wonderful

and

There ha?

always been a separation of the fit and the

meaningful reputation fail to carry the un-

unfit.

dergraduates to goals previously achieved

the fitest to represent our school in this

by Clemson men?

state, this nation, and the world.

By and large, the cadets want only

There are those of us who realize what

Respectfully submitted,

is happening, and many more who want to
see the situation remedied.

The
aHe

Donald D. Smith

Lack of dis-

Roars For
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Class Attendance Regulations
Adopted by the President's Council of the
Deans and Directors On Sept. 5, 1952
1. A student's first duty in college is his
class work. Except for good and sufficient
reasons, a student will attend every class on
schedule. However, the college recognizes
several reasons for class absences and will
authorize absences in such instances. In
addition, restricted provision is made for
personal emergencies. Rigid penalties are
provided for the abuse of the regulations.
2. Absence from class for any of the following reasons will be recorded as authorized, provided the absence is approved in advance by the class attendance officer. The
class attendance officer will approve class
absences only when the required action as
shown opposite the reason below has been
taken. Except in cases of extreme personal
emergency, students who absent themselves
By Bobby Mixon
The latest additions to Clemson's fast-growing collec- from class prior to authorized permission,
tion of students from foreign lands are two Dutch boys, will have their absences recorded as unboth of whom enrolled in the school of textiles as freshmen authorized, even though otherwise authorizthis month. Although the two were not acquainted with ed.
Reason and required action for approval
each other before coming to Clemson, they have a lot in
of absence:
common as far as background and interests are concerned.
a. Sickness—Absence certified by the ColFrank Beefen was born in
WeertT, Holland, in 1934. The conception of tulips, canals, | and lege Surgeon on the hospital report or by
friendly redhead, who is rapidly windmills. His- is a picture of a
becoming accustomed to Ameri- highly industrialized and progres- another doctor and indorsed by the college
can ways and traditions, attended sive nation. The town of his birth surgeon.
grammar school for six years in is now known as the textile cenb. Guard Duty—Absence certified by the
his home town. He then studied ter of The Netherlands. He says
Commandant.
business administration at a high that there are too many people
school in Nynegen for one year. and not enough land for agriculc. Official representation in intercolleThree additional years were spent ture; consequently, the Dutch have giate athletic events—Absence certified by
in a study of business administra- been forced to turn to industry.
tion and modern language at a Someday he plans to return to his the Head Coach.
high school in Arnhem. He speaks family and to take part in the
d. Educational Trips—Absence certified
almost flawless English, probably growth of the new Holland.
by
the Dean of the school concerned, or by
because he has studied it for six
the Coordinator of military activities for
years along with Dutch, French,
and German. Frank said that chil- Clemson - Calhoun
Army or Air Force trips.
dren in Holland begin a study of
e. Participation in other activities conFrench during their last year in PTA Holds First Meet
gramar school.
sidered to be official and authorized by the
Deans and Directors.
Beeren was in Rotterdam in Last Monday Night
May, 1940, when the Nazis
The first meeting of the Calf. ROTC physical examinations—approvlaunched their first air attack houn-Clemson Parent - Teacher
on the city. During the Ger- Organization was held in the ed by the coordinator of military activities.
man occupation his father was Calhoun-Clemson . school auditog. Personal emergencies of a serious naplaced in a concentration camp rium on Monday night, September ture such as death or serious illness in the
and he was forced to live with 22.
family—approved by the Commandant for
some relatives.
His parents now make their Mr. T. L. Senn, co-president of cadets or by the class attendance officer for
the PTO, presided and introduced

Dutch Freshman Enter
Clemson This Semester

■ home in Clover, South , Carolina,
where his father is connected with
the textile industry. He arrived
at New Orleans on the S. S. Brinton Lykes in April, 1950. He was
graduated from high school in
New Orleans two years later and
then moved to Clover with his
parents.
Frank Is majoring in textile
manufacturing and plans to follow that profession upon completion of his course at Clemson,
provided he doesn't have to go
Into the army. Strange as it
may seem, he likes the military
at Clemson; he says that he has
always been a strict disciplinarian.
Although he likes the United
States very much, he has yet to
find a suitable replacement for
, the various activities in which he
took part while in Holland, sailing and ice skating. The favorites
among his new-found pastimes are
football and swimming.
The other Dutch freshman,
tall, blond Evert van Seventer,
was born in Enschede, Holland,
in 1938. He attended grammar
school and high school in his
native city, having spent five
years studying the English language. His English pronunciation is similar to that of a person native to the northern part
of the United States.
Evert has been in the United
States only about eight months,
having arrived in New Orleans
in February, 1952. Since then,
he has worked at a cotton plant
in Memphis, Tennessee. While
there, he roomed with a family
from South Carolina who exerted
an appreciable influence in his decision to come to Clemson to study
textiles. He is majoring in textile manufacturing and intends to
return to Holland to enter the
textile business with his father after he graduates from Clemson.
Throughout the German occupation of Holland, van Seventer
continued his schooling at the
. university. He says that most
Americans have a false idea of
what went on during the period
of Nazi control. Except for the
occasional shooting of a hostage
or confiscating of food, the Germans apparently did not molest
the civilians to any great degree.
In recalling his travels all over
Europe, he states that his favorite
sport is skiing. He also plays the
piano with the dexterity of most
established professional musicians,
even though his meager musical
training consists of a few cello
the piano, he is probably to be
lessons. When he isn't playing
found listening to one of the many
collector's items in his record
library.
His description of Holland today is vastly different from the old

the PTO officers, faculty of the
school, chairman of the standing
committees, grade mothers and
hostesses for the 1952-53 school
year. After the business
w'a s
closed, the parents visited the
teachers in the classrooms to see
the work the students are doing
Girls of the home economics
classes served refreshments of
punch and cookies which they had
prepared.
Dr. A. C. Matthews, chairman
of the membership committee, announced that at .the close of the
meeting the organization had 281
paid PTO memberships. He urges
parents and interested members
of the community who were unable to attend the meeting last
night to pay their dues and attend
meetings regularly. Dues are 50c
per person for the school year.
Mr. Marshall C. Bell, vice-president and chairman of the membership committee, announced
that the next meeting will be the
annual Halloween Carnival. Notices of all future meetings and
the programs will be made out by
Mrs. Olivia McGee and Mrs. Dorothy Dunkelberg, cooperative publicity chairmen, and sent home by
the children in school.

Claude S. Lawson, class of 1915,
was recently elected a director of
the Louisville & Nashville Railroad. Lawson, who is a native of
Union County, received his degree in chemistry at Clemson.
He began his business career
with Sloss-Sheffield Steel and
Iron Company of Birmingham,
Alabama, where he is living at the
present.

4. Absentee reports will be submitted
daily, on the forms provided, to the class at
tendance officer by each instructor through
his Dean. These reports will be submitted
so as to reach the class attendance officer
within twenty-four (24) hours after the
class meets. All absences, authorized and
unauthorized, will be reported. It will be
the responsibility of the individual student
arriving late for a class to so inform the
instructor in order that records will be correct—
5. Students shall not request instructors
to excuse them from class or to change class
periods or examinations. Instructors have
no authority to grant such requests.
6. All class work missed on account of
authorized absences shall be made up to the
satisfaction of the instructor concerned. Instructors will not be obligated to permit a
student to make up any work missed during
unauthorized absences. If the unauthorized
absence is from a previously announced
quiz or examination, the student will not be
permitted to make up that work and will be
given a grade of zero for that assignment.
7. To provide for personal emergencies,
all students are allowed some unexcused

APPROXIMATELY
Continued Froom Page One
Parker High Band will drill followed by the Clemson Senior
Platoon and the Pershing Rifles.
The big Clemson Marching Band,
the Singing Cadets, and the student card section will go through
their paces.
Music for the second night cf
the Homecoming dance will be
furnished by Blue Barron and

Frosh YMCA Council
The YMCA Freshman Council
will meet Tuesday night, September 30, in the YMCA clubroom at
6:15 p. m.
All members of the freshman
class are. eligible for membership
on the Council and all interested
students are invited to attend.
his orchestra from 8 p. m. until
midnight. Tickets for this informal dance will be $3.50.

Clemson Men Always Welcome at

8. To provide for personal emergencies,
students enrolled at Clemson for their first
semester of attendance (including students
who have previously attended only one
summer term) will not be penalized for unexcused absences in each course amounting
to the number of times the course meets
per week.
Such students, however, are.
subject to the special restrictions of paragraphs six and seven, For any unauthorized absence in excess of one week, or in excess of the special limit on laboratory
classes, the student will be dropped from
the subject concerned by the class attendance officer.
9. To provide for personal emergencies,
all students, except first semester students
as covered under paragraph 8, will be allowed some unexcused absences based upon their grade point ratios for the previous
semester. Subject to the special restrictions of paragraphs six and seven, the
following limits of unexcused absences are
allowed:
Last semester's grade point ratio and
limit of unexcused absences in each
course:
0.0 through 0.4—one absence only
0.5 through 4.9—the number of times the
class meets, per week
5.0 or above—twice the number of times
the class meets per week.
For any unauthorized absences in excess
of the limits indicated above, including the
special limit on laboratory classes, the student will be dropped from the subject concerned by the class attendance officer.
10. In addition to the provisions of paragraph 9, but subject to the special restrictions of paragraphs six and seven, students
who are officially classified as seniors and
who have cumulative grade point ratios of
6.0 or above, are granted optional class attendance.
11. In the event that any student misses
sufficient wprk in a subject so that, in the
judgment of the instructor concerned, he is
unable to make up the work missed, he

may be dropped from the course by decision
of the Dean of his major course. In order
■(for a student to be dropped from a course
under the provisions of this paragraph, the
recommendation for dropping (1) must be
made by the instructor concerned, (2) approved by the head of the department in
which the course is taught, (3) checked by
the class attendance officer for verification
of absences, and (4) approved by the Dean
of the student's major course. The Dean
will then notify the class attendance officer
to drop the student from the course.
12. When a student is dropped from a
course, he will be notified by the class attendance officer. If the student wishes to
appeal for reinstatement, he must do so
through the Dean of his major course or his
delegated representative within three days
after notification, and must meet his classes
in the course during this interim, pending
receipt by the instructor of the final drop
notice from the Registrar's Office. An instructor will not permit a student to continue meeting classes in a course after he
has received the final drop notice from the
Registrar's Office.
13. Any student who, by being dropped
from one or more subjects on account of
excessive absences, reduces his credit hour
load below twelve semester credits shall be
suspended from college for at least the remainder of that semester. A student whose
class attendance record is generally unsatisfactory may be required to withdraw
from college at any time.
14. All students will keep their own records of class absences. No routine notices
of accumulated absences or warning letters
will be sent out or posted by the class attendance officer. The College reserves the
right to notify student's parents of unsatisfactory class attendance.
15. All students must turn in a completed
class schedule on the prescribed form to the
representatives of the Commandant in the
Field House at the time of registration, or
if a student registers late, said schedule will
be turned in at the Commandant's Office at
the completion of registration. All changes
to this schedule must be reported promptly
to the class attendance officer.
16. Students who are absent from the
campus because of sickness will report to
the class attendance officer at once upon
their return to school in order that their
attendance record may be verified andbrought up to date.

THE ELITE

STATE

Anderson, S. C.

Continued Froom Page One
C. C. Brannon, vice-chairman;
Miss Mary Alice Smith, Lake
View; Miss Barbara Austin, Greenwood; Miss Ann Swords, Liberty;
Miss Virginia Anne Cook, Greenville; Miss Margaret Poole, Miss
Marcia Poole, Miss Peggy Cook,
Miss Frances Booker, Miss Evelyn
King, and Miss Sara Ethel Prichard, Clemson. Aides are Mrs. W.
J. Whipple, Liberty, and Mrs. L.
A. Hutson, Greenville.

3. The Commandant or a member of his
staff designated by him shall act as class attendance officer. All absences, authorized
and unauthorized, will be recorded by the
class attendance officer.
Absence from
class for any reason, except those approved
in advance by the class attendance officer
or those excused because of conditions of
extreme personal emergency, will be recorded as unauthorized. It will be responsibility of the student to report to the class
attendance officer immediately for expla
nation of those cases when the student ab
sents himself from class under conditions
of extreme personal emergency not authi
orized in advance. Otherwise, such absen
ces will be presumed to be unauthorized
and will be so recorded.

absences in accord with the provisions of
the following paragraphs. However* not
more than one unauthorized absence may
be taken in a laboratory course or the laboratory part of a course which has only one
laboratory period per week, and not more
than two unauthorized absences may be
taken in a laboratory course or the laboratory part of a course which has more than
one laboratory period per week.

Let Us Service Your Car for Those Week End Trips

SKELTON SERVICE STATION
GULF PRODUCTS

CLEMSON JEWELERS
"Gifts for All Occasions
"The Country Gentleman's Jeweler"

THE BEST DRESSED CLEMSON
MEN SHOP AT

Watch and Jewelry Repairing

BYERS MEN'S SHOP

College Seal Jewelry
Hamilton's, Elgin's & Calvert Watches
Silver China and Crystal

"The Young Man's Style Center in Anderson"

YOU DON'T HAVE TO HUNT VERY
LONG TO DISCOVER THE
CHANGE!
We have changed over from Mobil to Richfield.
We offer a discount of 2c per gallon, and we
specialized in minor adjustments and check-

STOP AT

PATS

C. S. Lawson Is
Director Of
L. And N. R. R.

non-cadet students.

ups for your car.

PLACE

For Sandwiches and Shakes.
Open til Midnight nightly

SEE US TODAY!

EAT AT

ARCHIE'S SERVICE STATION

Sam's Luncheonette
116 North Main Street
ANDERSON, S. C.
.

Who is he?
This chap represents thousands of young, red-blooded sons of
great American families. He is ready to stand on his own, to
carry his share of responsibility. He is preparing for a bright
future and desires to train further toward his success. He
wants peace, security, and a full life for his family and home.
If need be, he is ready to defend his rights and his country.
When called on to serve in defense of American liberties, he
will be fully trained and equipped to fly and fight with the
U. S. Air Force.

t:i

u tar 1 -

gjgjil
|i»—H

This is what he will doToday's college man will plan to stay in school and graduate
if at all possible. If he is faced with early entrance into military
service and possesses at least two years of college, he will
enlist as an Aviation Cadet in the U. S. Air Force and choose
between becoming a Pilot or Aircraft Observer. After a year
of the world's best instruction and training, he will graduate
into a real man-sized job and wear the
wings «f America's finest flying fraternity.
Commissioned a Second Lieutenant in the
U. S. Air Force, he will begin earning nearly
WHERE To Get More Details
$5300 a year. His future willjbe unlimited!
Visit your nearest U. 5. Air Farce Base or writ* direct

How he qualifies—
He is between the ages of 19 and
26}^ years, unmarried and in good
physical condition, especially his
eyes, ears, heart and teeth. After he
bias graduated from a recognized
university or college, or has earned
at least two years of college credits,
he is eligible to enter the Aviation
Cadet Training Program and will
receive immediate processing for
assignment to training. By sending
for an Aviation Cadet application
now, this Most Important Young
Man in America Today will help
bring about a peaceful tomorrow.

to Aviation Cadet, Headquarters, U. S. Air Force,
Washington 25, D. C.
PILOT

AIRCRAFT
OBSERVER

U.S; AIR FORCE
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Eglira Firepower Show Highlights Air Force Show
By Rembert Stokes
The airman behind the movie camera leaned f arward and tensed his shoulder muscles. A
roar rose up from the stands. "Here they come." The camera, aimed at two distant dots,
began whirring and the airman behind, the camera almost fell off the platform as he swung
it around, "panning" two F-86s that hurtled past the stands then shot upwards until they
were hanging, almost invisible, two miles up in the air,
The airman behind the camera
cursed softly. "It'll break your
back trying to pan those jets."
And even if you got them in the
picture, he said, it wasn't much
to see. "I'll tell you one thing.
You can't get this demonstration
down in a movie or a still photo.
I admit, it's the greatest show in
the world. But it's no good unless you can see it and hear it.
And feel it, I guess."
The 8,000 Air Force ROTC
cadets who had come to Eglin
AFB, Fla., from all over the TJ.
S. for the Ah* ProVing Ground
Command's famed Aerial Firepower Demonstration very definitely were seeing, hearing and
feeling it. After the F-86s
made their speed run (680mph),
a B-29 droned over and dropped
twelve 1000-pound bombs that
exploded almost uncomfortably
close to the* stands, creating
bright, sparkling flashes which
quickly grew into thunderous

Capt. Austell and Dean Washington greeted Tyndall AFB ROTC
unit after orientation flight.

dark mushrooms of smoke.
Actually they are getting a
The sound came later, and there chance to see the important
was scattered applause in the theories of the classroom at work.
stands. The next B-29 dropped And speaking of work, the cadets
eight 2,000-pounders and when the do their share, living a life not
strong gust of wind and shock far removed from that of the basic
from the explosion reached the airman, with pre-dawn reveille,
stands, there was a full-throated many formations and some good
roar of approval and respect from old-fashioned "GI parties." On
the cadets. When the third bomb- the end of the scale, the cadets
er dropped four 4000-pounders, get an indoctrination flight in the
the stands shook as in an earth- Air Force plane, serving as "naviquake and the cadets were too gator" on an imaginary bombing
busy holding on to applaud.
mission. Almost every Air TrainThe midsummer Aerial Fire- ing Command base had its own AF
power Demonstration climaxed a ROTC encampment this summer,
program of AF ROTC summer en- complete with stern TAC officers
campments. The yearly four- and ramrod straight cadet comweek encampment generally comes manders.
between the junior and senior
Bases near Eglin sent their enyear of college and is a require- tire cadet encampment to the demment for receiving those gold bars onstration in transport planes of
upon graduation. Many cadets the Military Air Transport Service
feel that they learn more about or in buses. More distant bases
the AF in four weeks on an Air (as far away as Washington state)
Force Base than in four years of sent only six each. In addition
study in the classroom.
to the Firepower Demonstration,
the visiting cadets had a chance
to take a look at all of USAF's
operational planes and go through
one of Air Force wonders—Eglin's
climatic hanger, where equipment
and people are tested in temperatures from minus 70 to plus
Fahrenheit.

Cadets examine all weather fighter, F-86, at Tyndal AFB.

of the show was a "call mission"
by four F-84's and a "mosquito."
The mosquito, a small L-20 liaison
plane, spotted the "target", an
enemy gun battery, and directed
the fighter-bombers in on it, finally dropping a flare to mark the
exact spot. It was all done just
like in Korea. The pilots' voices
It wa sthe aerial demonstra- crackling out over the loudspeaktion, though, that really sold ers sounded like those of practiced
the cadets, sent them home actors; only these men didn't have
praising not only the power, but to act; many times only a few
the spirit of the Air Force and months earlier.
The 84's peeled off and came in,
the men who fly its planes.
Perhaps the most realistic part one after the other, first dropping

Twenty Men Attend
Camp At Tyndal
By Harold Owen

In all, about 20 Clemson cadets along with about 200
students from various other Southern schools, attended
their four week Air Force indoctrination course at Tyndal
AFB, Panama City, Fla
The base is located on an island
about six miles from the town of what it is like he would probably
Panama City and as a whole is a enjoy telling about his experienwell organized base with plenty ces. of functional facilities as well as
The day on the rifle range was
those necessary for the entertain- also another enjoyable experience
ment of the base personnel.
at the Base.
The mission of the base is
As a whole, strange as it may
the training of pilots in the art seem, most of the boys really enof piloting jet interceptors. And joyed their stay at Tyndal.
jets as you might suppose predominate airplane on the base.
As for recreational facilities
which' seemed to interest the cadets at the base the most, they
(Continued from Page 6)
were numerous and varied. Since
the base is on the Gulf, it has its
out the clean clothes that we
own beach as well as a well later wished that we had.
stocked supply of assorted sizes of
sailboats. The Base also had its Then about one hundred and
own golf course, tennis courts., twenty of us loaded into four
gym as well as the most frequent- trucks and complete with machine
ed establishment by the cadets, guns, mortars, and 57s we were
the Officers' Club. The Base al- off . We got attacked before the
so threw three big dances for the trucks got to the point where the
cadets during the three weeks and problem was to begin, and we
were all dead from the first; but
a good time was had by all.
we carried on in spite of it. Off
The Clemson cadets attending the trucks we came—and out along
Tyndal were Pat Wise, Cecil Few, the trail to the bivouac area,
Rembert Stokes, Jack Spillers, Sid Under constant attack from our
Nunnery, John Rawls, Cliff Nor- "favorite enemy, the 82nd", our
ris, Bill Mullinax, Stud White, E. column fought its way to the
Wessinger, Harold Owen, Hey- camping area where we spread out
ward Strong, Fred Phipps, Lewis and bedded down.
Roof, and Bill Thompson.
Probably the most memorable This first night was notable for
several reasons. The aggressor
occasion at the camp was the trip somehow got through the line and
to Elgin yield to watch the air killed everyone in the battalion
demonstration. For a great num- CP, then this same CP was lit up
ber of the boys the four hour bus like Broadway for the greater part
ride to Elgin left a greater imprint of the night. One of the comon their minds than did the air pany- from Georgia Tech almost
show itself. The bus jaunt came killed a lieutenant of the aggressor
right after a rousing dance at the force who got inside our perimeter.
Base and some of the dancers
Next came the attack on the
were not in shape for the trip.
next afternoon which was pushAs for honors gathered by ed through with our usual sucthe Clemson cadets at the camp, cess. Piecing together the comMullinax had the distinguished pany after receiving 100%
honor of going through the en- casualties, we dug in for the
tire encampment without get- night and began the long vigil
ting a single demerit which was which was to last until five in
a real accomplishment. He re- the morning. Finally we all got
ceived notorizatlon for his feat back to the bivouac area, and
at the closing ceremony.
scrapped off the mud of two
Pat Wise was also the wheel days in the field.
at the camp as he held about evFinally came that great day
ery rank that a cadet could hold. when we finally said good-bye to
Sid Nunnery and Jack Spillers al- Benning. There is a lot that
so led their respective flights at might be said about lots of people,
one time or another.
but then most of the boys know
Another outstanding feature of about it already.
tiie camp was a flight into wild That's about it—a word of conblue yonder in a C-47 or C-45 gratulation to Cleve Hudson who
whichever the case might have won the outstanding cadet in the
been. Spillers also got to ride in company and everyone agreed that
a jet and if anyone wants to know he deserved it.

INFANTRY

Inspection of B-97, the,atomic bomb carrier.

Clemson Cadets Fly
At McDill Air Base
By Louis Seaborn
MacDill AFB played host to 306
prospective "Men from Mars with
single bars" representing 32 colleges. The group attitude and
spirit of cooperation ranked high
among the numerous Puerto Ricans, Negroes, Cubans, and American "Rah-rah" boys, who formed
the camp . . . alias the 6th Wing,
Rebel Air Command.
The training program was varied to include flights, training
aids, and base installation tours
with a minimum of class work
The instructor personnel were interesting and proved to hold their
own at the parties.
MacDill is a Strategic Air
Command (SAC) base with facilities to accommodate B-47's
and 29's. The mission is operational and entails test combat
flights and pilot training in advanced jet aircraft and inflight refueling.
Cadets receiyed an average of
8 to 10 flying hours, including
stick time under supervision of
the pilots.
To add to the cadets off-hour
enjoyment, officer's club privileges were extended in addition
to the numerous base athletic fa
cilities including a private cadet
swimming pool, bowling alleys,
tennis courts, golf course, baseball
fields, volley ball courts, etc. Offbase privileges were enhanced by
Daytona's closeness, sailing in
Tampa Bay, and deep-sea fishing.
Girls ran a close second, making
considerable headway at the two
scheduled dances per week.
Living conditions and mess
were exceptionally good. The per
manent type barracks were cooled by continual breezes which
blew off of the three bays which
surrounded and added to the
beauty of the Tampa peninsula.

E
By John Porter
Aberdeen Proving Grounds,
Maryland, is the ideal place for
the training of future Ordnance
officers, for it is THE installation
in Ordnance. At no other spot in
the United States is there so much
research, development, and testing done on vehicles, ammunition,
weapons, and other items of Ordnance material as at Aberdeen.
The purpose of the Ordnance
ROTC camp is two-fold. It is designed to give future officers a
"greater-than-bird's-eye-view" of
the Ordnance Corps and also to
introduce them to some of the
problems ' they will encounter
when called to active duty.
A large part of the training
period this summer was spent at
the Aberdeen Proving Grounds,
where the cadets observed and
were called upon to participate in
the various phases of Ordnance
operations. The training at Aberdeen was supplemented by trips to
Letterkenney Arsenal and Frankfort Arsenal in Pennsylvania. At
Letterkenney Arsenal the cadets
were shown methods of storage,
repairs, and renovation of Ordnance ' materiel. At Frankfort
Arsenal, they observed the process
by which small and large caliber
ammunition is manufactured,
how lenses for fire control instruments are made, and how the testing laboratories are operated.
The Ordnance ROTC camp at
Aberdeen Proving Ground gives
the future officers a sound foundation in basic principles in order
that they may better perform their
duties when called to active duty.

two 500-pounders each dead on
the target, then making pass after pass, firing their 50-calibre
guns. They formed .a great circle,
diving down steeply, then wheeling upward and circling above and
behind the stands like birds of
prey.
"You see those troops running
to the northwest?"
"Yeah. I got 'em here." (guns
firing)
"Watch that machine gun now."
"O-kay. I'm taking care of it
(guns firing) . , . That should do
it."

the ground, the black object exploded into a bright orange-yellov
flash of flame which then took or
a familiar and tragic mushroomshaped silhouette. Although thf
bomb was only a 4000-poant
napalm fire bomb set for an. ai
burst, the colonel's quiet comnsen'
told the rest, of the story.
"A small but reasonable facsim
ile," he said.
Before the fast-moving, hourlong demonstration ended, th
cadets had seen, heard—and felt—
USAF's best aircraft firing ant
dropping bombs from almost everconceivable angle at "enemy'
The voices coming from the trains, vehicle concentrations, tan!
speaker blended with the almost columns, parked airplanes (tw
constant hubbub of the guns, old B-26's and a wornout T-6)
rose and fell in a weary yet factories and command posts.
somehow gay singsong. It was
the way you'd imagine Jeb
At the end, there was nothing
Stuart's young cavalrymen
left but columns of black smoke
might have talked to each other
and a few pieces of debris here
as they galloped into an unsusand there. The cadets were alpecting Yanke regiment.
most too limp .to cheer the last
demonstration—a comparison of
When the 84's finished, there the bomb load of a B-17 and a
was nothing left in the target area B-36.
but smouldering earth.
The colonel who announced the
Quite a bit earlier, in fact
show (a combat vet himself) of- everyone in the stands had felt f
ten took on the weary, ironical tinge of understanding when, af
gaiety of the fighter pilots. But ter a particularly violent bombinf
when a B-47 approached the drop three small birds flew towards th
area, he spoke almost sadly.
stands from the general directior
"Well, up to now, every air- of the explosions. Their wing
craft has expended its ideal load. were flapping frantically, thei
The aircraft which is now making necks stretched forward as if tr
its run cannot. If it did . . . the say, "Let's get the hell out o'
demonstration would have to end. here." As they passed over tlr
The ideal load of the B-47 is the stands, the colonel looked up, ther
atomic bomb."
leaned over close to the micropThe stands settled down to an hone.
unnatural hush as the 47 came
"That," he said emphatically, "k
over the range. Half the men in not part of the show."
the stands pointed and said softly
—almost as one man—"There it Temporary elegance will reduce
goes," as a black object detached most women to forgetfuhiess,
itself from the plane and tumbled which is one reason why motordownward. About 1000 feet above cars sell well among young men.

Cadets were amazed in the complexity of engine details at MacDill AFB.
'
.

Engineers Reported To Fort Belvoir
By Ben Herring
Fort Belvoir, Virginia, is located 18 miles from Washington,
D. C. It is the Engineer Center
where engineers and men of other
branches of the services are
trained in the latest developments
in the engineering field. Not only are our forces represented in
the classes at Fort Belvoir, but
also leaders from foreign countries.
The Engineers Research and
Development Laboratories are
at Fort Belvoir and employ
many civilians to aid the Army
specialists in testing and developing many modern devices
used by the Armed Forces.
There are many forms of recreation available at Fort Belvoir
other than the many post •exchanges and service clubs. Golf,
softball, baseball, and swimming
rank high among summer activities.
We arrived there on a cold,
drizzly Saturday morning, June
22, and spent most of that day and
the next finding that the Army is
just one line after another. Sunday evening we became ac-

quainted with our CO and com
pany staff and found to our dismay that the rest of our company
consisted of a' bunch of Yankees
from Carnegie Tech. They were
ready to return north when the
weather turned hot (115).
Along with engineer work
such as building bridges, laying
mines, building roads, fortifications and handling demolitions,
we had the usual army pastimes like hiking, bivouacs, and
K. P.
All this work brought out our
camp characters such as H. T
Campbell 'The Tommie Manville
of the South' who could give you
the 'What - is - what - and - withwhom' for Washington girls. Then
there' was another Campbell
(Dickie) who had and still has
two outstanding characteristics.
We had our R. A. boys, too, such
as :Eager Beaver* Jack Moyd and
'Mess Kit' Jim Sheppard, and
'Dead Eye' Bob Beattie.
There was one time when the
North and South got together and
our company won the last parade
and was honor company for the
graduation -ceremonies.

Familiarization of flying equipment before jet flight.
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367 Cadets Attend Army, Air Force ROTC Camps
286 Attend Army Camps;
81 Sent By Air Force
By Rem|ert Stokes
From the ranks of rising seniors, 367 cadets carried the
Clemson spirit to eleven summer camps, establishing the
school's name with impressive records. The division between attending Air Force and Army ROTC students was
pronounced in favor of the ground-pounders who numbered
286.

Cadets at the Armor ROTC Summer Camp, Fort
Knox, Ky. 1952 are being taught familiarization
by instructors at the Armored School Fort Knox,
Ky. In the photograph are shown left to right:

Toy C. Gossett, Fort Mill, S. C; David N.
Chamblee, Anderson, S. C; Ralph S. Howard,
m, Albany, Ga» All are senior Armor ROTC
students at Clemson College.

These "Milford pincushions" experienced six weeks of typical
army style "run 'n' wait" which
supplied them with enough sob
stories to shame the "shavetails"
of the Air Force. These cadets
journeyed by every imaginable
way to the various camps. Fort
Benning received 73 for the Infantry, Aberdeen's Ordnance boys
numbered 25, 34 Engineers made
Fort Belvoir, Fort Knox "entertained" 65 Armor students, The
Signal Corp cadets numbered 28
at Camp Gordan, another 45 rspresented the Quartermaster at
Fort Lee, while 6 Chemical Corpsmen attended Fort McClellan.
The 81 flyboys, whose tour of
duty at the various "Country Clubs
of the service" was cut to four
weeks, were stationed at Keesler
AFB, Biloxi, Miss.; Tyndall AFB,
Panama City, Fla.; Mac Dill AFB,
Tampa, Fla.; Stewart AFB, Nashville, Tenn.; -and McQuire AFB,

ARMORED CADE1S
ATTEND FT.
By Peb Howard
This past summer 65 armor cadets from Clemson College participated in a six weeks ROTC
training course at the armor
school in Ft. Knox, Kentucky.
This course is one of the steps of
their ROTC college career in preparing them for their services as
a commissioned officer in the
armed forces.
This training included the many
phases of warfare involving .an
armored unit and includes invaluable first hand experience in
the use of the many new armor
weapons.
The training at Ft. Knox is
so varied and extensive that it
would here be impossible to relate it in every detail.
The
ROTC students start receiving
that taste of army life on the
first day in camp. Soon, much
to their dislike, they begin falling into the monotonous routine
of drill and classes.
Many gruelling hours are spent
in the field learning to handle the
many large tanks and their weapons and all of the aspects involved,
in the use of this equipment. /In
conjunction with this, the students
were given a fire power demonstration and a mock attack by a
tank-infantry platoon.
The armor students also. were
taken to some of the small arms
fire ranges where they fired such
weapons as found in an infantrytank team. A record was kept of
the scores made on these ranges
thus stimulating much competition
among the companies and among
the various schools there.
Most of the final week at the
armored school was spent in a
bivouac area several miles away
from Ft. Knox. In this final
phase of instruction, the students felt some of life of a soldier in the field. Pup tents
provided the shelter and the
ground was the bed.
The days on bivouac were spent
on actual maneuvers. At the conclusion of these .days spent in the
field, the troops' took part in a
parade in which they were reviewed by the entire staff of Fort
Knox. The commander of the
armored' school, General I. D.
White, complimented the ROTC
cadets on a very successful summer camp.

Among the courses taught at the Armor ROTC
Summer Camp for 1952 at Fort Knox, Ky., was
tank, driving and maintenance. The cadets pictured above are learning to drive and operate
tanks over all kinds of terrain. In addition they
are given intensive instruction in maintenance
of tanks and other vehicles._In the Army "Maintenance is a Must" and what a cadet learns at
this camp will aid him in properly discharging

his duties when he is commissioned a second
lieutenant of Armor. The cadets shown above
are from left to right, E. W. Brownlee, Blakely,
Georgia, and Harold K. Chandler, Newport
News, Virginia, of the University of Georgia,
Athens, Ga., and Cadets Joseph H. Bolick, MaS. C, of Clemson A & M College, Clemson, S. C.
rietta, S. C, Harold M. Ballew, Greenville,

N. Y.
Common to all ROTC camps was
the complaint that "Early to bed,
early to rise" is no nursery rhyme,
but rather, a directive straight
from WD FM. Further, the old
axiom "All work and no play
makes Jack . . ." was overlooked
from the training schedule.
From the necessity of expression
grew numerous sayings and coined phrases which alone did justice
to the there-to-fore unimagine
hardships of camp life. Rather
than have this paragraph "axed"
by the censor, 'tis best to let their
memory strike a" humorous note
among the fourth- classmen and
leave the juniors to originate their
own.
The Clemson men went to camp
with an unfair advantage over the
majority of students; they knew
how to bitch. The art didn't
take long to spread. There was
always the heat, the long lines,
the field rations, the ruch inspections, the cancelled passes, and
the "understanding" company
commanders. Who needs more.
But there was a bright side. In
spite of all the efforts at organized
off-hours recreation for cadets, the
"Junior OCS men" always left the
good times to the hand of faith
and a lot of experience. There
are several base or camp towns
that will never recover. They reenacted General Sherman's march
and left a wake of broken hearts,
broken bottles, and broken wallets
across the South. There were
those who spent their entire check
to fly home; there were those who
didn't care to leave.
If nothing more than orienting
the cadets to their duties as officers, the camps provided an unparalled experience for many
boys. They return to Clemson and
proudly wear their discs or diamonds understanding the responsibility entrusted in them as officers. In their words, the following articles were prepared to
record an' account of their episodes in military life..

Cadets at Frankfort Arsenal at Philadelphia
observing the process by which small arms and

Infantry ROTC Gets
Benning Training
By TOMMY MATTHEWS
The Infantry went this summer
to Ft. Benning, Georgia for six
weeks of summer training. There
were over seventy of us and one
more, Colonel J. B. Jones who
was our company commander.
Our adventures were many, but
there were several that stood out
above anything else. First was
the weather—enough about that.
Then came PRI, and the march we
used to take after dinner that
first week, and running for road
guards, and the constant never
ending heat which seemed to soak
in and in even during the night.
Along with PRI came those retreat inspections, when we learned
to shower, change clothes, and
clean a rifle in half an hour.
Also included In our list of
adventures must come the
floors, which still have layers of
our skin from the time that we
spent on our hands and knees.
There were rumors about no
bed check which were tested and
proved wrong by some, then the
real working of the chain of command and the sweat you got in
when you were platoon leader.
Then PRI was over and we
came on the range—how we feared the pits and how we found
that they were the nicest part of
camp, complete with cold drinks
and an officer who let us take our
shirts off.
The longer we were there
the faster things went. The

Cadets from Clemson, University of Georgia,
and Alabama Polytechnic Institute take instruc-

singing in the trucks when we
learned more songs than we
ever knew before. The classes,
ice water with the engineers;
the ranges, where we found we
could hit something with a 45.
The demonstration that we saw
.one night on the fire power of
the infantry that frightened
every one of us. It was all tracer
ammunition fired by a reinforced
rifle company and the whole
sky was covered with the paths
of the ammunition.
Our Saturdays were spent in
various ways. First came inspection, or the one parade which we
won, or the airborne demonstration which had half of us convinced that this was the thing;
and the other half equally sure
they would never touch a parachute. Then came the heaven sent
passes and the trips to Atlanta,
and other places.
Twice we had dances which/
turned out great successes from
all the reports heard. Our entertainment consisted of a heavy
dose of literature—somehow the
FM's' got left out and Mickey
Spillane took over, and all of us
got a good round education.
The climax came when the
time came for the bivouac. We
filled up with candy, cigarettes,
food, anything that was edible—
We loaded on our backs the
tents we never slept in and left
(Continued on Page 7)

tion in handling tank ammunition at the ROTC
summer camp, Fort Knox, Kentucky.

This picture was taken during an inspection of Ft. Benning

ammunition is made.

Signal Corps Transplanted
Attend Camp At Gordon
By Glenn Morrison
Of the 1000 or more boys attending the Signal Corps R. O. T.
C. summer encampment, there
were about thirty boys from
Clemson.
The encampment
which is usually conducted at
Fort Monmoth, N. J., was conducted for the -first time at Camp
Gordon, Ga. The six week's work,
which began, June 21 and ended
August 1, was divided into three
different phases. The first few
days were spent in getting organized and receiving clothing,
physicals, and travel pay.
Two Clemson students clean a weapon at summer camp.
The group was organized into
Dutch freshmen Frank Beeren (left) and Evert van Seveter
(right) discuss ping pong at the YMCA. (Staff photo by Jack one battalion consisting of five
Trimmier).
companies of five* platoons each.
Two regular army officers and
two regular army noncoms were
assigned to each platoon to assist
in the supervision of the training
program. Additional officers were
attached to' company headquarters
for the same purpose.
When the organization was
By Leonard Butler
completej the phase one, training
The Quartermaster unit ROTC at Clemson set a very began. During this phase, which
lasted four weeks, the different
fine record during the six weeks of summer camp at Ft. Lee companies received practical inthis summer. A small group of QM'ers, 27 in number, got struction in the installation, optogether and decided to show the "Big College" boys from eration, and maintenance of field
radio, radio relay, communication
all parts of the United States just how good the Clemson center, field wire construction,
and field telephone.
boys were.
Also during this phase there
The group was greatly handicapped at first because of the crowd became completely silent were lectures on subjects that
heavy schedule that confronted and sat astonished as the Clemson were of interest to-a future army
officer. Such subjects included
them each day. However, they men showed their "Stuff".
safety, advantage of a regular
relinquished much of their free
time and in a few days the drill
After each movement they reunit began to take shape. The ceived a hearty applause and at
group practiced seve*ral times in the completion of the exhibition
the hot noonday sun, while the they received a tremendous ovaother cadets were in barracks.
tion. They were highly commendIn order to make their drill uni- ed by not only their fellow cadets,
form stand out, the QM'ers did a but also by the entire military
splendid job of improvising. They staff there.
wore their regular class "A" uniEveryone was well aware of
form with bloused trousers. A
two inch strip was taped down the fact that Clemson had been
the center of the helmet liners, well represented at Fort Lee and
and the chin strap was also taped they will probably remember their
and worn under the chin. The exhibition for a long time to come.
belts and rifle straps were also
taped.
A certain tailor shop never
The group performed their seemed to share in general prosdrill exhibition for the last pa- perity and finally went bankrupt.
rade and they made such a big One partner was sadly surveying
hit that they were asked to per- the premises just before the padform for the entire regiment and locking.
the commanding general* at the
"I can't understand it at all,"
final ceremonies the night behe
mused. "Here we go busted,
fore leaving camp.
and only yesterday I read where
The boys got together and add- President Truman was saying that
ed a little more* polish to their business was never better."
movements. At last the big night
"Maybe," suggested his brother,
arrived. The ball park was packed to capacity and the QM'ers "Truman had a better location
Cadet W. B.. Rogers rests on his
marched onto the field. The than ours."

QM Makes Good Record
At ROTC Summer Camp

army commission, field sanitation,
troop information and education,
and others. Another important
part of this phase was the instruction . in marksmanship. This
particular instruction terminated
on the rifle range where the cadets fired the carbine for record
and the 45 pistol and C-l riffe for
familiarization.
During phase two, which lasted
one week, the cadets lived in the
field. Instruction received during
this phase of trainmg was, like
phase one, under the supervision
of regular army personnel. During the training the company, acting as a division signal company,
set up a division command post
and three regimental command
posts and operated these as they
should be operated in a combat
situation.
The final phase consisted of a
48 hour problem which put to use
the things that should have been
learned during the two previous
phases. The cadets were on their
own and were only given the situation, the solution of which was
up to them. During this phase
there were retreats, advances,
night moves and daytime movements, all under combat conditions. Everyone ate C rations,
slept when and if they could find
time.
The final days were spent in
turning in equipment and receiving pay. There were many recreational and social opportunities

bunk after the

available to those who wanted
them. There were Softball and
volleyball leagues. There was an
R. O. T. C. baseball team, tennis
tournaments, and also golf facilities. During camp there were
about 10 dances for the cadets
with the girls coming from Augusta and neighboring towns. A»
a whole, the weather was hot, and
the food fair, but it was no paid
vacation.

R. R. Pearce Is
Named Director
Of Claussert's
R. R.'Pearce, Class of 1941, has
been elected a director of H. H.
Claussen's Sons, Incorporated, It
was announced recently by Euclid Claussen, president of the
two-state bakery.
Mr. Claussen said that he con-.
sidered his firm particularly fortunate in having a man of Mr.
Pearce's wide experience in the
food distribution field serve on
the Claussen's Board.
Mr. 'Pearce is vice-president of
Pearce - Young - Angel Company.
While at Clemson he was colonel
of the Cadet Corps and president
of the student body.
Home: A place where a man is
free to say anything he pleases,
because no one will pay the slightest attention to him.

initial processing a* Camp Gordon, Georgia.
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Tigers Meet Villanova In Homecoming Encounter
Overflow Crowd Expected Saturday;
Wildcats To Bring Strong, Fast Team
By Frank Anderson
After Clemson's smashing 53-13 victory over Presbyterian last Saturday, the Tigers are scheduled to tangle with
the Villanova Wildcats in the Clemson Memorial Stadium
at two o'clock Saturday, September 27. This game, which
is the last home game for the Tigers, will also be celebrated
as Homecoming.
At present there are plenty c ^
good seats left for sport's fanb I three markers against Presbytewho still wish to purchase tickets. rian is probably a sure thing to
A crowd of close to 30,000 is ex- ' play his usual outstanding game.
pected. After Villanova's rousing Don King, the highly-touted
victory over Kentucky last week, high school star who scored his
this game should be one of the first college touchdown, will try
most looked upon games in the expected to shine in the eyes of
South this week-end. Officials in the spectators. All-Southern
charge of ticket sales at Clemson Billy Hair who accounted for
predict that one of the largest to, if injuries permit, better his
'crowds ever to witness a football record this Saturday.
game in Memorial Stadium is exShirley and Gressette both playpected to visit Tig'ertown this Sated fine games at the fullback pourday.
sition, each scoring once, and with
The Pennsylvanians will bring the combined efforts of these two
to town virtually the same team boys the fullback position should
that last fall beat Army and Alabe well taken care of.
bama and the identical team that
Leading the forward wall last
stopped the last year's Cotton
Bowl champions, Kentucky, last week was Scott Jackson, end;
Barkley Crawford, guard; Earl
week.
Wrightenberry, tackle; Tom BarGene Fillpski who resigned ton, guard; and end, Frank Gentry.
from West Point after last year's The entire line played outstanding
alleged cribbing scandal, is ex- ball against the Blue Stockings
pected to lead the Villanova and with a continued performance
backfield. In the line, last against Villanova, the Wildcats
year's All-Eastern center Joe should have a mighty hard time.
DuBose is expected to be the
A couple of positions, often ovmain standout.
erlooked by the average fan, is
Their leading pass receiver is that of the linebackers. This pobig, and I do mean big, Ray Rig- sition is in between the secondary
ney, a six-foot seven inch two and the line, therefore, the linehundred and fifteen pound end backers are called on for both pass
from Rochester, New York. The defense and stopping plays which
source of most of Rigney's passes might slip through the fingers' of
will be Bill Brannau, the Wildcat the linemen.
Running smoothly at this posiquarterback.
Rounding out the Villanova tion in the P. C. game were Jimbackfield, we have their captain, my Quarles and Bob Jolly. If
Bob Haner at fullback and Ben these two boys play an outstandAddiego at right half.
Another ing game as they played last week,
scrappy lineman on the Pennsyl- the Wildcats will have trouble
vania team is 235 pound tackle, getting through to the secondary
this Saturday.
Bill Hegarty.
Last season the Villanova team
A few of the Tigers, including
Billy Hair and Don King, were had a very impressive record un
injured in last week's encounter til the last of the season when
with the Blue Stockings; however, they suffered two upsets. And
the coaches were relieved to re- with the same team that they had Across the line Clemson's offensive team lines up like this (left to George Rogers, left guard; and Otis Kempson, left end. Gaskin will blocking back; Larry Gressette, fullback, and Billy Hair, tailback.—
ceive word from Dr. Millford, col- last year, they should be one of right)—Dreher Gaskin, right end; J. C. Hudson, right guard; Tommy be replaced by either Archie Baker or George Withers.
In the (Photo courtesy The Independent-Daily Mail, Anderson S C)
lege physician, that their injuries the toughest teams on the Tiger Mattos, right tackle; Clyde White, left tackle; Joe Bryant, center; backfield (left to right) are Buck George, wingback; Milton Pate,
were slight and that they should schedule. .
Twenty members of this year's
be ready for the battle this Saturday.
Tiger football squad are scheduled
to be playing their last game on
Bengals who played an out- Clemson turf.
standing game last Saturday are
The probable starting lineups
expected to lead the team are as follows:
against the Villanova's again
this week. Included In this OFFENSIVE
Villanova
number is the entire team with Clemson
Giourdano
In a' repent meeting of the
certain individuals who showed LE—Kempson _
Conner
up exceptionally well.
Buck LT—White
Block C Club officers for the
Trunze
coming year were elected.
George, who set a new single LG—Rodgers
DeRose
game rushing record for the C —Bryant
Elected president was Dan
Tigers against P. C, is again RG!—Hudson _____ Carrieri
DiMucci, who is now helping to
RT—Mattos
Faragalli
coach the freshman team. ViceRE—Baker _ _
Rigney
president is Dreher Gaskins.
QB—Pate
Brannau
Secretary, Gene Pate, and treasLH—Hair
Filipski
urer, George Withers. Elected
RH—George
Addiego
sergeant-at-arms was Marvin
FB—L. Gressete '.
Haner
Robinson.
DEFENSIVEAll of these officers are footClemson
Villanova
ball players except Robinson,
LE—Gentry
Banas
The Clemson-Villanova game
who earned his letter in basHegarey
will mark the end of play for LT—N. Gressete
ketball.
LG—Barton
Volonine
twenty of the Clemson Tigers on
C
—Jolly
Green
the Clemson Memorial Stadium
Fritzpatrick
gridiron as this game will be the RG—Crawford
last home game of the season and RT—Wrightenberry _ Leichtweiss
Kershaw
the final appearance for the high- RE—Withers
LB—Quarles
Tomko
ly admired Bengal seniors. This
McNicholas
is probably the largest loss of LH—Knoebel _ ■
Cecere
players that Coach Howard has RH—Ross
Smith
had in quite a few seasons. There S , —Cook
Delta Sigma Nu, the Pre-Med
were only 6 losses by graduation
Club, held a preliminary meeting
from the 1951 Tiger squad.
Tuesday night in the "Y" CabThe boys that will be" making
inet room to make plans for the
4heir final home appearance this
current year 1952-53, according to
season are as follows: Ends are
Frank Burtner, faculty adviser.
Archie Baker, George Withers,
Regular meetings will be held on
Otis Kempson, and Frank Gentry.
the last Tuesday of each month,
The tackles are Earl Wrightenbsrthe next meeting to be held on
ry, Gary Byrd, and David Arnold.
September 30 at 7 p. m.
Guards are J. C. Hudson, Tom
All old members and those preThe Clemson chapter of Phi
Barton, George Rodgers, and Barmedical students having, a grade-1
clay Crawford. The Tigers are Chi Eta, national quartermaster
point ratio of 3.00 or better and
losing only one center, Joe Bryant. fraternity, held its first meeting of
sophomore standing or higher will)
be notified as to the place of
In the backfield, backs that will the year last Monday night, Sepmeeting.
be playing their last home game tember 22, at 7 p. m. At the
Pictured above is Villanova halfback Gene Filipski who was the
Tentative plans were made for ' Wildcat's star in their surprise victory over Kentucky. Filipare: quarterback, Marion Thomp- meeting, presided over by Charles
R.
Mabry
of
Greenville,
plans
a-trip in the autumn to the Medson, fullbacks, Charlie Radciiff
ski, a transfer student from West Point, gained 112 yards in It
ical College in Charleston and in
and Jim Shirley; wingbacks: Jim- were made for the admission and
carries against Kentucky.
initiation
of
new
members.
All
the
spring
to
Emory
University.
my Ward, Don Wade and Knobby
sophomore, junior, and senior
Knoebel; tailbacks: Pete Cook and
cadets in the quartermaster
Billy Hair.
branch are eligible for membership. The fraternity, which was)
organized only last semester at
xne pretty young ladies are guests of honor at
Clemson, has chapters at twelve
ton for Charley Radciiff, Miss Mary Murray of
Clemson College's annual Homecoming game!
other colleges throughout the
West Columbia for George Rodgers, Mrs. Gary
Saturday
with
Villanova.
They
sponsor
for
seByrd of Hartsville for Gary Byrd, Miss Anne
United States. The annual connior
members
of
the
school's
football
team.
The
Shoaf of Salisbury, N. C, for George Withersvention is held at Fort Lee, Virgirls and the players for whom they sponsor are:
(bottom row, left to right) Mrs. T. E. Barton of
ginia during the ROTC summer
(Top row left to right) Miss Janet Bryan of
Clemson and Lancaster for Tom Barton, Miss
encampment.
i
Anderson for Dick'Sobocinski, Miss Mary Russell
Harriet Wactor of Orangeburg for Dreher GasMajor J. I. Hamlin, senior
The Intramural sports program
Eleazer of Clemson for Earl Wrightenberry, Mrs.
kin, Mrs. Frank Gentry of Clemson and Erwin,
will move into high gear this quartermaster instructor at ClemRobert Vite of Towanda, Pa., for Bob Vite, Miss
Tenn., for Frank Gentry, and Miss Sara Anne
June Eddins of Anderson for Jim Shirley; (mid•week. First on the schedule is son, made a short talk on the
Harrison of Simpsonville for Billy Hair.
dle
row,
left
to
right)
Miss
Sara
Haynie
of
Belfuture
prospects
of
Phi
Chi
Eta
freshman swimtning test which
will be worked on a battalion in the event that the Clemson
basis.
Science Professor: "Miss Jones,
cadet corps is placed under the
Volleyball started yesterday. branch general system.
will you tell the class what hapThe official publication of the pens when a body is immersed in
Games are scheduled for Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday of each fraternity is to be edited and pub- water?"
week.
lished at Clemson this year under
'(.HKVROIr:];
After the swimming test are the direction of Leonard C. Butler,
Co-ed Jones: "Sure—the telewho
was
elected
public
informacompleted there will be a class
phone rings."
for non-swimmers and all fresh- tion officer at the national conmen who did not pass the swim- vention last summer.
mer's test. It will be to the adDrake's will set the pace in
The professor of chemistry was —STYLE
vantage of all non-swimmers to
get into this class although it is giving a demonstration of the pro- —QUALITY
perties of various acids.
not compulsory.
PENNANTS
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
Phone 3821
"Now," he said, "I am going to —REASONABLE. PRICES
Equipment for sports is avail- drop this silver dollar into this
able in room 1-114. Footballs glass of acid. Will it dissolve?" Featuring "McGregor" among
JEWELRY
STATIONERY
our many famous name brands
PENDLETON, S. C.
and basketballs are in use more
"No, sir," replied one of the stu- of merchandise.
than any other equipment, but dents.
any team that wants to get in
"No?" said the professor. "PerComplete Soles & Service
NOVELTIES
FOUNTAIN PENS
some volleyball practice can get haps you will explain why."
nets and balls. Schedules for all
Next to Center Theater
"Because if it would you
contest will be sent to the ath- wouldn't drop it in," was the
MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS THAN ANY OTHER CAR
t GREENVILLE, S. C.
letic officers of the companies. answer.

Block C Elects

Officers Announced

Twenty Vets Play
Final Game In
Memorial Stadium

Delta Sigma Nu
Holds Meeting
This Week

i Chi Eta Holds
First Meeting;
Pfaiw Are Made

Intramural Program
Features VolMiall

C. Martin Drug Co.

SwimminflThkWftek

114 College Avenue

Clemson, S. C.

MAULDIN CHEVROLET CO.

DRAKE'S
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Bengals Score Rousing 53-13 Victory Over PC
Scott Jackson Adds
Strength To Tiger's
Defence Lineup

By Carroll Moore
CLEMSON HEADED FOR A BIG WEEK-END
This Saturday afternoon's game between the Clemson
Tigers and the Wildcats from Villanova will not only mark
one of the top games in the South for the week-end, but will
also be noted as one of the earliest Homecoming games in
the history of Clemson. Due to the fact that the Tigers
were delayed in rounding out their schedule for this season
because of the ousting given by Southern Conference officials, Clemson was unable to schedule a home game any later
in the season.
This colorful Homecoming game is expected to draw
one of the largest throngs to Tigertown than any meeting or
athletic encounter has in a number of years. Spectators
will be gathering, not just to see one of the top games on
the Clemson schedule, but to renew old acquaintances between old graduates and join in all the festivities that are
scheduled for the week-end.
INJURIES PLAGUE TIGER SQUAD

By WAYNE DAVIS
For the past lew seasons there
have been many comments made
about the brilliant array of ends
that have gained recognition here
at Clemson. From the days of
Joe Blalock to more recent ends
as Oscar Tompson and last year's
Glenn Smith, the flankmen at
Clemson have been of the highest
caliber. Great things were expected of big Dreher Gaskins this
season, but his recent injury has
sidelined him for the majority of
the season, Overlooked in the
talk of the fast Tiger backfield
and the comments on the heavy
schedule has been an end that has
risen to a berth on the varsity
in near record time.
Last year when there was so
much talk about Glenn Smith,
who was truly a great Tiger end,
there was also talk about the
"scrappy freshman end" wh<4
was making it hard for the
"bohunks" and the varsity as
well. Visitors to the practice
field knew that varsity players
viewed the side of the line
flanked by Scott Jackson with
much respect.
Scott's rugged play soon earned
him a berth on the varsity squad
and he has been a permanent

It seems that all the tough luck happens at once. In
the opening game of the season four of the Tiger stars were
injured. Billy Hair received a bruised shoulder, Earl
Wfightenberry hurt his neck and shoulder, and Lawrence
Gressette and Don King received knee injuries. In last
Tuesday's practice, Jim Shirley, big bruising fullback for
the Tigers, hurt his hip, but the extent of his injuries was
unknown at press time. We thought it was bad when Dreher Gaskins, star Tiger flankman, broke his foot in practice
before the season actually opened, and then Archie Baker*
another Bengal end, received an injured knee and was unable to play in the opener, but who would have thought that
we- would have six or seven players out with injuries just
three days before the Tiger-Wildcat encounter?
SPECIAL TRAIN TO MARYLAND
Any Clemson College students interested in going to
the Clemson-Maryland game who have not yet found 'a
way, will be interested to know that a special train will
leave Clemson Friday afternoon, October 3, and will arrive
in Washington, D. C. at 6:40 a. m. the day of the game. Special busses will meet the train and carry the fans to College
Park for the game. A $2.00 round trip fare for the bus
will be charged. Following the game, the busses will return
their passengers to the Washington depot, from which the
train will depart at 10:45 p. m., October 4. The train will get
back into Clemson at 11:30 a. m., Sunday morning, October
5. Special rates for the complete round trip will be $19.60
for parties of 25 or more persons.

VILLANOVA LOOKS GREAT—McMILLIAN
Coach Goat McMillian, after returning from scouting
the Kentucky-Villanova game, informed the other Clemson
Coaches, that a rough game was in store for this coming
week-end when the Villanova Wildcats invade Tigertown
with a star studded lineup of talented performers. Gene
Filipski, former West Point standout, is the main scoring
threat for the Pennsylvanians from his left halfback position. Filipski gained 112 yards in 14 carries against Kentucky last week.
Arthur Baimo, head coach for the Wildcats, said that

Pate Lead Tigers Over Blue Hose
By Wayne Davis
The Clemson Tigers jumped off to an early first quarter
and stayed there as the brilliant running of Buck Georg*,
Billy Hair, Jim Shirley, and Don King constantly brought
the crowd of 19,000 cheering spectators to their feet.
It was the Vanishing American,
Buck George, who furnished the
main offensive spark. Buck not
only crossed the double stripes on
runs of 10 and 15 yards and a
sprint of 43 yards after receiving
a Don King pass, but the Rock
Hill Chief established a new single
game rushing mark of 204 yards.
His 15 carries with the pigskin
averaged 13.6 yards each. The old
record of 182 yards was set by
AU-American Bobby Gage against
the same Presbyterian Blue Hose
in the 1947 season.

ped back, did some fancy faking
and then fired to Kempson who
made a great catch in the end
zone, Radcliff's kick was Wido
and the score stood at 13-0.
White again took Radcliffi
kickoff and this time returned 29
yards to his own 40. Three ground
plays failed to gain and Watt
punted to Clemson Freshman Don
King who was making his first
appearance in a Tiger uniform.
King returned 15 yards. Gressettt
and George moved the ball to the
Tiger 40. A Hair to Withers pass
George's three touchdowns failed to click. On the next play
plus six-pointers by Larry Gres- Hair handed off to Gressette who
sette, Jim Shirley, Billy Hair, in turn handed to George and the
Otis Kempson, and Don King Red Rover was off to the races. A
enabled the Tigs to score a total desperation dive on the 4 by
of 8 T. D.'s. Charlie Radcliff Hardy Tyler prevented the speedy
split the uprights with five wingback from going all the way.
placement boots to make the It was an easy matter for Gressetclears the way with a neat block. King also
Freshman sensation Don King is pictured as he
final total on the Clemson score- te to drive over for the remaining
completed two out of three passes for one touchrips away for a sizeable gain late in the last peboard read 53.
distance and when Radcliff adddown and 51 yards. (Photo by Trimmier).
riod of the P. C. game. Guard George Rogers
The Blue Hose of P. C. were not ed the point the Tigers moved to
a 20-0 lead.
to be overlooked, for the speedy Tiger reserves moved into the
squad gained the distinction of lineup and forced the Blue Stockbeing the first team in the last ings to punt. Watt's short kick
10 games to score against the went out of bounds on his own
Tigers in the air lanes. Lefty Jack 47.
Harper Was the man in the driver's
Jim Shirley, running from tho
seat, but it was reserve quarterback Harry Hamilton who threw fullback post, ripped the middle
It seems the custom this time the 45 yard flip to fcnd Bobby for 8 yards. Don Wade, in at
By Lonnie Howard
of
for all sports writers to Jackson for the record breaking wingback, raced wide for a gain
We all got to Anniston, Alabama, Friday night and try year
their luck at picking the win- tally. It-was also a pass that set of 1. Shirley ripped the center
stayed in the Hotel Jefferson Davis in order to see the town. ners of football games. Three of up the final P. C. score as the for 7 more yards. Passes by
King and Hair failed to connect
Most of Saturday was spent
us on the sports staff of the Ti- ball-was placed on the 3 yard
standing in line to draw uniforms, tor, decontaminator, 4.2 inch mor- ger decided, in order not to be left stripe. Gene Carter covered the and King, on his first running
to get papers in correct order, and tar, and Infantry tactics. This out, that we would try our hand remaining yardage in one try play from scrimmage, flashed
to find a place to lay our little bivouac was the culmination of all at this. We have tried to pick when Grady Faulk added the extra into the P. C. secondary and
fat heads (for getting in the Army, our previous class work on the the games which, you, the reader, point there was a total of 13 outdistanced the Hoseman for
points registered in the Blue Hose the fourth Clemson T. D. The
anyway).
various arms of the Chemical would be most interested in.
play carried for 32 yards and tho
Sunday came bright and early Warfare branch.
First will be the game you are scorebook.
speedy King was gone before
and so did the Army physical
probably most interested in
Of course, the cool hours of Clemson vs. Villanova. Clemson Gene Pate received the opening most of the 19,000 cheering specwhich the Army terms processing.
This pretty well wrapped up the each and every morning (104-106 will finish on top with a score of kickoff and the Tigers were off tators realized it. Altman blockdegrees) were spent in dismount- 19-13. Another game of interest to the races when the ball was ed the extra point attempt and
first Sunday.
Monday, as did the remainder ed drill and the Army daily dozen this week is Auburn vs. Mary- placed on the 34 yard stripe. It Clemson lead 26-0.
The Blue Hose received, but
of our days at camp came early, exercises featuring the most des- land. Maryland should win this was All-American candidate Billy
Hair, on the first offensive play were not able to generate tho
and with the sunrise came the pised eighta-counta-poosh-up.
one 35-13. Kentucky should edge and he ripped around end for 9 needed spark and they were
Bandholtz Strength Course, which
by Mississippi and the score of
is a graded quiz to determine the A small part of our time (25%) this one will be 13-7. And for yards. Hair tried again, but Kir- again forced to punt. King again
was
spent
on
"the
Bandholtz
Rifle
ven stopped him for no gain. did some fancy stepping as ho
physical condition of each man—
our upset of the week we pick Larry Gressette plowed the cen- raced 18 yarfls to the Clemson 43.
Range
where
we
could,
on
lookwe weren't men.
On the first play Red Whitten
ing very hard, see a tree in the Furman over West Virginia.
ter and the Tigers had their initial
We will keep our average first down of the 1952 season. fumbled and Sheriff recovered. P.
The next two weeks were distance. Due to a slight mix-up
spent in. the "Turkish Bath", in perming a National Guard unit each week and let you know End runs by Hair and line plunges C. was able to get off a couple of
designated as Theater Five, list- started dropping 60 mm mortar how good or how bad we are by Gressette featured the Clem- plays, and the quarter ended with
ening to "sandman" lectures. shells in our back pockets and doing. Incidentally if any of son drive deep into P. C. territory. the ball on the Clemson 47.
It was time for the Tiger deOur platoon was commended for firing machine guns over our you readers would like to try A 16 yard bit of spectacular runits 100% attendance to the night heads. Pulling targets was fine, your hand at this, there are ning by Buck George placed the fense to shine as end Scott Jackclasses from 7-9 o'clock mainly that's the only time we got in the many contests in the daily news- ball on the front door step, but son intercepted a Harper ball and
because we were the only ones shade.
papers on picking game win- a 5 yard penalty moved the ball latteralled to Don Ross who pickback to the* ,10. From that point ed up his blockers and ripped for
who had to go. In these classes
This completed our training. We ners which give prizes to the it was time again for the Indian 39 yards to the P. C. 20. Parades
we learned in a week and a half
person
who
comes
closest
to
what other juniors from chem- went home feeling loose physically picking the winning teams each Express to take off. Hair hand fumbled and Oscar Bolt recovered
ed off to Buck and the fans were for the Blue Hose.
ical units learned in two semes- but much wiser as we had learn- week.
Two line plays and a Clemson
brought to their feet as the speedters—poison gases can kill a ed that the smoke generator was
Other
games
we
will
pick
are
ster flashed across the last stripe. offsides moved the ball to tho
person especially if he breathes. composed of three main groups as follows:
and how to thread all three sewCharlie Radcliff split the uprights 35 and the Stockings registered
Then came our three day vaca- ing machines in the Chemical Boston College over Richmond. and the Tigers were off to a 7-0 their initial first down.. The Tiger
Citadel
over
Virginia
Tech.
tion called bivouac, better known Maintenance Company.
defense buckled down and Watts
Washington and Lee over Da- lead with four and a half minutes
among the cadets as Operation
again punted. King sped the punt
of
the
first
period
gone.
The information that "your ac vidson.
Chigger. During this time all the
back 17 yards. Hair re-entered
Radcliff
kicked
off
and
the
chiggers from miles around as- count is past due" is something Duke over Southern Methodist Tiger lightning struck when P. C. the game and ripped for 11, but
sembled at Pelham Range. Be- that nobody care's to share with University.
Freshman Billy White fumbled as Kirven stopped him for no gain
Georgia Tech over Florida.
tween scratches we spent a good his secretary or a neighbor who
he was hit on the Blue Hose 16. on an attempted end sweep from ,
Georgia over Tulane.
bit of time on the smoke genera- opens mail by mistake.
Clemson flankman Otis Kempson the double-flank spread.
Michigan State over Michigan.
Things slowed down a bit and
recovered and the Country GenTexas over North Carolina.
tlemen were again knocking on the ball changed hands when
Notre Dame over Pennsylvania. the door. George ripped for 6. Clemson fumbled and then regainOhio State over Indiana.
Hair was dropped behind the line ed possession as Frank Gentry inRice over Texas Tech.
of scrimmage and a penalty moved tercepted a Harper toss. P. C. was
Southern California over North- the Tigers further back, but not to be out done as Joe Austin
western.
George made up for the loss as intercepted Hair's short pitch. The
Tennessee over Mississippi he scrambled for 11. Another 5 Hosemen failed to gain the necesState.
yard penalty, and the ball rested sary yardage and Watt punted to
University of California at Los on the 19 yard line. Hair drop
(Continued on page 10)
Angeles over Texas Christian
University.
Wake Forest over William and
Mary.

McClellan Is HostMwasler Predicts

To Chemical Corps

member since that date, the only
change is that he has moved up
to the first string defensive end
post.
The Manning, S. C, native was
a highly sought after prepster.
During his high school days the
likeable Scott was busy earning
letters in the three major Sports.
At the end of his career his honors included being named to the
All-State football and basketball
squads.
There is no indication that the
sterling footballer will let up on
his rugged style of play that won
him the promotion last year, for
observers of the P. C. game were
greatly impressed with the performance turned in by the 19 year
old sophomore.
»
The 6'1", 190 pounder is listed
on the program as being a defensive end, but a great part of
his time is used in training to
hold down a similar position on
offense. He played practically the
entire game against the Blue Hose
last Saturday night. His pass interception shows that he is a boy
I'hat can drop back to cover
passes as well as rock the runners
with bruising tackles.
A story of this type will grow
and grow, for the Bengal flankman has a jump on the ends of
the past. Number 78 already
has a tag on the end position
for this season and it will take
a great deal of hustling and hard
work to dislodge him for the
remainder of his career.
If the performance turned in by
Scott in the Presbyterian game is
any indication of the style of play
that is to prevail around the defensive left end position, fans may
be sure that the Wildcats of Villanova will find a rugged Tiger in
their path when they attempt an
end sweep.

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS ON FIRST GAME
Clemson's mighty Indian, Buck George, made quite a
name for himself in the initial football encounter this season. Not only did Buck set a new Clemson record in net
yards rushing when he piled up a total of 204 yards, but he
also broke the old record held by Jackie Calvert against Missouri in 1950 in best rushing average in one game. Buck
carried the pigskin a total of 15 times against PC and gained
a total of 204 yards to give him an average of 13.6 yards per
try. Calvert had carried for 14 times against Missouri and
gained 175 yards to give him an average of 12.5 yards per
try. It looks as if the Indian might be on the warpath this
season.
Billy Hair had the second best average rushing against
PC as he carried for 12 times and gained a total of 72 yards
to give him an average of 9.3 yards per try.
Buck's outstanding playing in the Blue Hose tilt gained
him recognition by the working press and radio as the most
valuable player on the Clemson squad in the tussle.
It is indeed an interesting fact to know that the Tiger's
most capable and dependable offensive center, Joe "Tiger"
Bryant from Savannah, Ga., was substituted for on offense
last Saturday night for the first time in 11 games. "Tiger"
received a painful hip injury in the course of the ClemsonPC tussle and was relieved by Bill McLellan of Dillon. However, Joe is expected to be ready for the Wildcats this comAMERICAN ENTERPRISE
ing Saturday.
EVERYBODY IS TRYING TO GET IN ON THE ACT
It seems that every sports writer in South Carolina has
had something to say about the fracus that has arisen between Carter "Scoop" Latimer, sports editor of the Greenville News and Rex Enright, head coach at the University
of South Carolina. It all started when Scoop made the re
mark in his column one day that Carolina had more boys out
for football than the Clemson Tigers had. Jake Penland,
Clemson's ideal of an excellent (sports writer???), was one
of the first to fly back at Scoop and tell him of the most terrible and drastic statement that he had made in saying that
the Gamecocks had a larger squad than Clemson had working out. Since the time that this all first began, numerous
sports writers have had their two cents to add to the con'
troversy. Last Saturday, Ray Stanfield of Columbia's pow>
erful radio station, WIS, in his Saturday night sports broadcast, also had something to say of the feud that had started
over nothing at alL
>

George, Hair, King, Shirley, and

The power to choose the work
I do,
To grow and have the larger
(
view,
To know and feel that I am free,
To stand erect, not bow the knee,
To be no chattel of the State,
To be the master of my fate,
To dare, to risk, to lose, to win,
To make my own career begin.
To serve the world In my own
way,
To gain in wisdom day by day,
With hope and zest to climb,
to rise,
I call that 'American Enterprise".
B. F. Morgan

Tigs; Terps To Win
This Weeks Tilt

There's something magnetic
about men who wear .
Arrow White Shirts

One of the kingpinheads of the
movies was complaining about the
inconvenience of a mole on the
back of his neck. "If it gets any
bigger," he told a friend, "I'll have
to buy a straw hat for it."
"Why don't you have it removed?" the friend suggested.
"Removed!" exclaimed the
movie mogul. "How do I know I
don't think with it?"
PICTURES AT THE

ffurr

CLEMSON "Y
-ON THE CAMPUS"
September 25-36

"WOMAN OF THE NORTH
COUNTRY"
Miss Betty Clarke will appear with Blue Barron and his orchestra at the Saturday night Homecoming dance. Photo courtesy
Independent-Daily Mail, Anderson, S. C.)

The sergeant was talking to the
rookie who was about to be dis- spit on my grave?"
charged.
"Nope," said the rookie, "after
"Well," said the Sarge, "I s'ppse
I
shed
this uniform I never want
you hate my guts and will be
waiting until I die so you can to stand in line again."

he felt that he had the offensive power to score against any
team but he was uncertain about his defense. From the
statistics in their first game, it looks as if Coach Raimo's
team fared very well in both categories. The "Cats" piled
up a total of 381 yards while they held the Kentuckians to
194 total yards.

HALE'S
Registered Jewelers - American Gem Society
LEADING JEWELERS AND DIAMOND MERCHANTS
SINCE 1856
Greenville
South Carolina

Towle, Reed and
Barton Sterling
and
Many Other Nationally
Advertised Quality
* Lines

McLEES BROS.
JEWELERS
Anderson, S. C.
Phone 406

Seneca, S. C.
Phone 740

Starring Ruth Hussey, Rod Cameron, Also "TALES OF HOFFMAN" starring Moira Shearer,
Robert Helpmann... . These pictures will be shown for regular
admission of 25c plus 5c tax,
making a total of 80c in the afternoon and evening. High school
students 14c and childrren 12
laid under 9c.
Saturday Morning, Sept 27th
"RED SKIES OF MONTANA"
starring Richard Widmarlc, and
Jeffrey Hunter
"WOMAN OF THE NORTH
COUNTRY"
with Ruth Hussey, Rod Cameron
September 20-30
"THREE FOR BEDROOM C"
Starring Gloria Swanson, and
James Warren,
October 1-2
"THE FEDERAL MAN"

Arrow Gordon Dover*
popular button-down oxford, $4.50,
»i

JMMZT

■^hWWstW , ftt~grti«fcw»rifl>

_SHIRTS • TIM • UNDIRWIA* • HANDKIRCHHFS • SPORTS SHIRTS..
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Asnip And Cookson First Tiger Games Bring
To Lead Neimen; Back Memories OfGrads
13 Vets Return

Bengals Score
53-12 Over PC

(Continued from page 9)
the Clemson 10 where the ball
rolled dead.
With les«! than a yard to go
Bill Asnip and Forrest Cookon last down, Hair punted out of
son have been named to lead the
bounds on the P. C. 29. Again the
1953 Clemson tennis team. Coach
Blue Hose punted and King reHoke Sloan announced the apturned 15 yards to the 39.
pointment of Asnip as captain and
Hair straightened up and
Cookson as manager.
fired a pass to end George WithFall practice begins this week
ers for 17 yards and a first
and the players will meet with
down. Hair again faded to pass,
Captain Asnip to receive pracbut his receivers were covered,
tice instruction. The courts back
and the talented tailback fell in
of the Field House will be put
behind beautiful down field
in condition and used by the
blocking and streaked 43 yards
team.
Into the end zone. Radcliff conLost by graduation were last
verted to make the score read
year's captain Clare Draper, Glenn
Smith, and Bud Coleman.
33-0.
Freshman players on hand for
RadclTiff kicked off and the
their college try are: Carter Cook,
half ended two plays later with
Presbyterian in possession of the
Marion Woodward, Bud Morgan,
ball on their own 20 yard stripe
and Jerry Martin.
Tennis Ladder
Clemson kicked off to the Blue
1. Asnip
Stockings to. start the second half,
2. Langford
and Jordan's return placed the
3. Seaborn
ball on the 29 yard line. Quarles
Gressette makes a gain for Clemson m last Saturday's game with
4. Nott
broke up an attempted Harper
P. C. (Photo by Trimmier.)
5. Miller
pass and on the next play Bob
6. Stokes
Jolley intercepted on the 31. King
7. Trapp
ripped for 7, but Shirley fumbled
8. Cookson
and the Hosemen regained pos9. Nickles
session of the ball.
10. McCormick
The Presbyterians gained a new
11. Owen
hold on life and began to eat up
12. Howard
the yardage with Blue and EdMoxley (out for football)
wards doing the heavy work.
By CARROLL MOORE
Blue's 25 yard jaunt placed the When we speak of old reliables defense and . continue to play
ball in Clemson's territory and of a football team, we think of a the calibre of ball that George
Harry Hamilton dropped back and person that we can always de- Withers has, rates high in the
flipped an aerial to Bobby Ed- pend on, no matter how hard or coach's book as well as in the
Wards who sprinted 22 yards after how big the job that is assigned to eyes of the Tiger supporters.
making the catch. Faulk kicked him to do really is. One of the
George is majoring in Textile
the point and the P. C. fans made most reliable men on this season's Manufacturing and is in the Ordmerry, for the air attack had pen- Tiger eleven is the offensive right
etrated the famed Clemson defen- end, George Withers. George's
The Clemson Cubs, tutored by
sive unit for the first time in 11 dependability was proven this
Coach Banks McFadden, will
games.
open their 1952 season tomorpast Saturday night in the season
row night at 8 o'clock against
The Tigers received and their opener with PC.
Georgia Military College at
eyes were on the far goal and
Up until last week, Withers had
Milledgeville, Georgia.
they were not to be denied as been slated to start at the defenThe probable starting lineup
line plunges by Shirley, and sive right end post, but due to
seems set with the exception of
sweeps by King and George injuries to ends Dreher Gaskins
tackle Hampton Hunter who is
moved the ball deep into P. C. and Archie Baker, George was
out with a bad knee. It is as
territory. A neat bit of run- called upon to man the right
follows: Offense—Jimmy Walkning by Don King covered 16 flanker position on the offensive
er arid Ray Bowick at ends.
yards and placed the ball on Bengal squad. George proved his
Hampton Hunter and Bill Rusthe 6 from where Big Jim Shir- versitiality
and
dependability
sell at tackles. Villa Parker and
ley rammed over for the sixth either as an offensive or defensive
Charles Godwon at guards. FeTiger TD.
Austin blocked end in this game as he played a
lix Delia Valle at center. WelRadcliffs extra point attempt. most outstanding game from the
don Burns, Jack Robinson, Dick
The Blue Hose received and offensive right end position. WithHussey, and Donald Rhinehart
took to the air ways on the strong ers pulled in two of Billy Hair's
will make up the starting backarm of Jack Harper. Harper fired passes with beautiful catches to
field. Defense—Jake Holland
to Jordan for gains of 23 and 9 add 27 yards to the Tiger's passand Skip Barrett at ends. B.
yards. The drive was temporar- ing yardage.
C. Inabinet and Ray Powell, at
ily halted as Frank Gentry in- In addition to the likable end's
tercepted for the Bengals, but a ability to catch passes, he also nance branch of ROTC here at tackles. Ormond Wild and Mac
Johnny
15 yard penalty enabled the Blue proved his dependability as a Clemson. The speedy Tiger flank- Mclntyre at guards.
Stockings to regain possession and blocker. After Withers had haul- er is epected to graduate in Feb- Wyndham and Bill Kaczmarek,
linebackers. T. W. Williams and
continue their drive. Harper con- ed in one of Hair's passes for a ruary of 1954.
Joe Meyer at halfbacks and
17
yard
gain,
he
led
the
interfertinued to baffle the Clemson deThis Saturday's encounter with
fense as he hit his favorite target, ence on the next play as he knock- the Wildcats from Villonova will Shot Rogers, safety.
Tommy Jordan, on the Clemson 3 ed out one of the opposing PC be the last time that Withers will
An unsolicited testimonial from
yard line. Harper attempted to defenders to open the way for play football in Clemson's Memo
sneak over, but it was Gene Car- Billy Hair's. 43 yard touchdown rial Stadium, the stadium in an ardent golfer to a hosiery manufacturer: "Fifteen minutes after
ter who plunged over from the 2 jaunt.
which he has made the name for
George entered Clemson in himself as one of the Tiger's mostl putting on a pair of your socks I
to climax the brilliant drive.
Faulk's conversion bounced off September 1949 from Spencer capable flankers in seasons past. made a hole in one."
the goal posts and the score re- High School in Spencer, N. C,
The friendly Bengal flankwhere he had lettered in three man said that he regards this
mained 39-13.
major
sports.
He
immediately
beHair received the kickoff and
year's eleven a much better
returned 24 ,-ards to his own 29. gan working with the freshman team than last season's squad.
The He stated, "For one thing, this
P. C. continued to control the squad as a defensive end.
play and Hair punted out of next year, his sophomore season, season's backfield has more
George moved up on the varsity depth; more experience behind
bounds on the 1'. C. 49.
Scott Jackson dropped Counts, and started his first game in col- them, and each player seems to
who received a pass from Harper, lege football that season against have the necessary spark to
as the third quarter ended.
N. C. State.
keep the team running smoothThe Hosemen continued to drive
ly."
At
the
opening
of
the
footbut the Tigers placed a stop sign
He, along with many of the
ball
season
his
junior
year,
on the 29 yard line and took possports writers and Clemson supGeorge
was
scheduled
to
open
session of the ball from that point.
porters, considers the Maryland
Shirley was stopped for no gain the season at the first string
Terps as the toughest team on
and King was trapped behind the defensive left end post, but bethe Tiger's schedule this season,
cause
of
Dreher
Gaskin's
inline for a 13 yard loss. Hair puntbut he also added that this Satured, but P. C. fumbled on the jury in the first game of that
day's game with Villanova was
first play and Gene Garrison re- season, Withers was again called
not one to be taken lightly.
upon
to
fill
the
offensive
right
covered for the Bengals.
In these days x>f the two platoon
end position that had been vaJim Shirley blasted through
system in college football and spefor 15 yards and the Tigers cated by Gaskin's injury. Coach
Howard had stated at that time, cialization of players either in
were not to be stopped as King
"Withers
is the best player I've offense or defense, it is unusual
rifled a pass to George. The
ever had not to be a starter." to find such a talented performer
Chief made a brilliant catch and
His blocking on Tiger punt re- as the Tigers have found in
outraced two P. C. defenders
turns and pass interceptions was George Withers.
into the end zone. Radcliff's
nothing short of sensational in
boot was good and the score reg1951. Any end that is capa- Phi Epsifon Sigma
istered 46-13.
With both of the teams using ble of playing both offense and
Will Hold First
substitutes for the remainder of
the game, the action was slowed
Meeting Tonight
down considerably. Harper conPhi Epsilon Sigma, a history
tinued to keep the Tiger defenders
fraternity composed of juniors and
on their toes with his sharp passes
seniors majoring in history, will
and the Blue Rose were a conhold its first meeting of the 1952
stant threat.
school year tonight at 7:15 p. m.
Bob Parades took over the tailThe meeting will be held in
Many block C recipients of past
back position and led' the Tigers
room 109 of the Old Chemistry
years
will
view
with
great
joy
the
to their final score. Parades was
Building with C. A. Gibson, prescaught as he attempted to pass, plight of the cubs that are going ident, presiding.
but his completed aerial to end through the customary process of
The purpose of this meeting is
George Withers placed the ball on initiation. The old grads and to organize and plan the activities
present
members
are
enjoying
the
the P. C. 30 yard line, with minfor the present school year. All
utes left to play. Shirley drove to fun, but cubs are moaning and present members and prospective
groaning
for
the
initiation
is
not
the 20 in two plays and the stage
members are urged to attend.
was set for wingback George to one of the type that would be
administered
to
a
group
from
the
step back into the limelight.
It
was more than a step, for the old folks home.
There are twenty new pledges
speedster ripped around end for
the 20 yards and the final TD. this year with the majority of
them coming from members of
Radcliff converted.
O Round Collar
The Blue Hose were ^ble to last year's outstanding track
team.
Members
of
the
track
e French Cuffs
gain a first down, but Walt Laraway intercepted Hamilton's pass team receiving letters are as
o Oxford Cloth
follows: Clifford Fain, Rip Folas the game ended.
o Pearl Buttons
ger, Bill Radcliff, Willie Ervin,
Line score:
Austin
Mitchell,
Roger
Lorelle,
Clemson
26 7 6 14—53
Presbyterian
0 0 13 0—13 Bill Revell, Willie Counts, Bill
Statistics for the game are as Odom, and Bob Froelick.
The boys lettering in baseball
follows:
GOLD PLATED
are: Wyman Morris, Roger Gaines,
Clemson P.C Ben Crosland, Billy O'Dell, Doug
Total first downs
15
10 Kingsmore, Roy Coker, Nolton
Net yards rushing
393
105 Hildebrand, and Charlie Hall.
and
Also receiving letters are footPasses attempted
14
23
Passes completed
7
8 ball managers Bubba Snow and
Passes had intercepted 1
4 Bill Chagarias.
Yards gained passing 134
133 Things have been awful rough
Will not tarnish
Total net gain
527
238 this week, but when the boys
Number times punted
3
8 sport out in those shiny, brilliant
Avg. yds. per punt 32.3
33.2 C's it will all be worth it.
The club takes in members
Avg. punt returns
13.0
9.0
Avg. kickoff return 21.7
12.9 twice a year and the next group
SHOPS FOR MEN
Number penalties
6
5 will consist of the athletes whose
Yards penalized
55
25 performances in basketball and
Clemson - - - Greenville
fumbles
ft
8 football merit such recognition.

Withers Stands Out
On Offense and Defense

Freshman Open With
Georgia Military;
Lineun Announced

By FRANK ANDERSON
With the homecoming game
with Villanova facing »us this
week-end, many people ask themselves these questions: how and
when was football started at
Clemson, and what were some of
the records made by the initial
teams?
Three years after the opening of Clemson College, the first
football team was fielded. It all
started in the early fall of 1896
when certain students and faculty
members were puzzled over the
qquestion of why the small agricultural and engineering school in
South Carolina did not follow the
other schools in the South by beginning the new but interesting
sport of football. Finally someone got industrious and did something about it. One night in late
September or early October a
group of enthused students got together in ,a room in one of the
barracks and organized what was
then called (the Clemson College
Football Association. In this
meeting they elected officers and
laid the plans for gridiron history
at Clemson.
It was a little late in the season to hire a coach, so Professor
Riggs who later became president
of the institution conceded in
coaching the team along. '
On October 28, 1896 the Tiger
football team laid foot on their
first regulation football field at
Furman University. Then as it
is now the players as well as
the cadets went on the field
with the determination to win,
and win they did, to the tune of
14-6 over a more experienced
crew from' Furman. Next on
the schedule came the Carolina
game, played during State Fair
in Columbia. Here the Tigers
suffered their first defeat. The
Gamecocks stopped us by the
score of 12-6. The last game of
the three game slate was played
with Wofford. Clemson won
over the Methodists easily to
finish the season.
Due to the absence of many of
the players of the previous year
the Tigers went on into the second season reluctantly. Their
hopes were lifted somewhat by
the arrival of the first paid coach

at Clemson, W. M. Williams. The
Tigers finished the season with a
2-2 record winning over Carolina,
and the Charlotte YMCA, and
losing to Georgia and North Carolina.
In 1898 and with another new
coach it seemed evident that we
were getting better every year,
finishing the season with a 3-1
record.
1899 came and as the football
funds were getting low again, we
had no coach. For the second
time Professor Riggs gave his services. This, however, seemed to
be a good omen, for the Bengals
lost only one game while coming
out on top in five encounters.
The turn of the century
brought to Clemson what is
known as the Heisman era in
Clemson football history. Heisman, having coached at Auburn
for four years 'really knew what
he was doing and while at
Clemson produced some of the
best Tiger elevens ever to place
foot on the gridiron. Heisman
stayed at Clemson for four years
and during that period Clemson
won 17, lost 3, while tieing 2.
The Tigers showed up so well
under Heisman that they were
nicknamed "the Heisman Tigers". It was during this time
that Clemson received its first
recognition in the rugged sport
of football,
Bob Haner, 210 pound fullback, will be on hand when the Tigers
In 1901 it was also Heisman
and Wildcats meet Saturday. Haner is the captain of the Vilcoached team that' set a record
lanova squad.
which will probably never be
broken as long as Clemson exists. fore for scientific and original if it had not been for the students
In a game with Guilford College, coaches."
of not so long ago the ''sport
Clemson scored one-hundred and
We at Clemson take footbail for might have never been brought
twenty-two points while Guilford granted, but we never think that to Clemson.
did not even get near the goal
line. This would be fantastic in
a sixty minute game of today,, but
the time for that record setting
game was only thirty minutes.
As you can see Heisman was a
great coach, but he had some
ideas which make me think of
modern day football. He compares
Got your tickfootball with the automobile in
ets for the big
saying that perfection was supposed to have been obtained a
game?
Hope
dozen years ago, but every year
since has brought on something
your team
new. He also said and I quote,
wins.
Win or
"The state of affairs has created
a greater demand than ever ber
lose, you'll be
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THE HOME OF
BRAND NEW MERCHANDISE

Stetson Hats
Arrow Shirts
Interwoven Sox Michaels-Stern Suits
Jantzen Sweaters

STEWART-MERITT
CO.
Greenville,
S. C.
201 North Main Street

li

more comfortable in the right
clothes... jackets, slacks, pullovers, a coat if it turns cold.

Davenport'

CHESTERFIELD

FIRST PREMIUM
QUALITY CIGARETTE
TO OFFER BOTH REGULAR & KING-SIZE

Letter Winners
Being Initiated;
20 Cubs Taken In

Gay Ninties Shirts

$3.95

Bell Buckles
Collar Brass

ESQUIRE

BOTH regular and king-size
Chesterfields are premium quality
cigarettes and come in the smart
white pack.
BOTH contain "only those proven ingredients that make Chesterfields
the best possible smoke: the
world's best tobaccos, pure, more
costly moistening agents (to keep
them tasty and fresh), the best
cigarette paper that money can
buy—nothing else.
BOTH are much milder with an extraordinarily good taste and, from
the report of a well-known research
organization - no unpleasant
after-taste.
BOTH are exactly the same in all respects. There is absolutely no difference
except that king-size Chesterfield is
larger —contains considerably more of
the same tobaccos — enough more to
give you a 21 % longer smoke, yet costs
very little more.

Buy CHESTERFIELD.AfaWj AWder
Gspyr^tlt 1952. I..;-..--- 5.

